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IN THE MA ITER OF

ROBERT O. BENNETT DOING BUSINESS AS NATIONAL
SERVICE BUREAU AND LILLIE K. BENNETT

COMPLAINT, DECISION , FINDINGS , AND ORDER -IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914

Docket 5745. Complaint, Mar. 1, 1950-Decision, Jan. , 195~

Where two individuals engaged under a Washington , D. C. mailing address in
securing and selling to credit bureaus, retail stores , collection agencies and
other customers in various states' information relating to delinquent debtors
principally, and, as thus engaged in mailing out large numbers of letters
and receiving replies thereto;

In attempting to secure desired information, for their said customers with
respect to the addresses , employment , etc., of delinquent debtors, pursuant
to arrangements whereby they were authorized by their customers to send
a check for 10 cents to each replying delinquent, as below set forth , and
to deposit such an amount to said person s credit in respondents ' bank at
the e~pense of the customer, and through the means of certain form letters,
together with blanks for supplying the desired information as to the delin-
quent and, a self-addressed return em"elope-

(a) Falsely represented through the use of the name "National Service Bureau
in said form letters, and particularly as employed with the words "Dis-
bursement Office" and "Disbursement Officer , that they were a part of
or conuected in some manner with the Veterans Administration or some
other part or agency of the United States Government; and

(b) Falsely represented through the use of the words "If you will fill in the
enclosed blank giving the requested information we will forward to you a
check for a small sum of money deposited with us for that purpose , that
a small but significant sum of money to which the recipient of the letter
was entitled , had been deposited with them and would be forwarded to
the recipient upon his furnishing information which would identify him
as the person entitled thereto;

The facts being that they were not connected with the United States Govern-
ment in any respect; and the sending by them of such a check for 10 cents
did not justify their statement that a small sum of money had been de-
posited with them for forwarding, and constituted a transparent scheme
to mislead and conceal the purpose for which the information was sought;

With effect of misleading a substantial portion of the public into the mistaken
belief that their misleading representations were true, and with capacity
and tendency so to do, and thereby induce a substantial number of the
public to give information which they would not otherwise have supplied:

Held T~a t such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices in commerce.

Before 111" . Webster B allinger hearing examiner.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
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Reilly ill Neu1M/nn and Byrne & Byrne, of Washington, D. for
responden ts.

COMPLAINT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federfll
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Robert 0. Bennett
an individual trading and doing business as National Service Bu-
reau and Lillie K. Bennett, an individual , hereinafter referred to as
respondents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges
in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Robert O. Bennett is an individual trad-
ing and doing business under the name National Service Bureau.
Both respondents, Robert O. Bennett and Lillie n::. Bennett , live and
carryon their- business at 504 Aspen Street, N. W. , in the City of
Washington , D. C. , but the mailing address used by National Service
Bureau is 505 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C. Respondents
Robert O. Bennett and Lillie I(. Bennett cooperate and act together
in performing the acts and practices hereinafter alleged.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for more than two years last past
ha ve been engaged in the business of locating delinquent debtors
and in selling information as to these debtors to their clients. Certain
of respondents ' clients cause goods and other property to be trans-
ported from their places of business in various States of the United
States to purchasers thereof in other States of the United States and

1 The complaint is published as amended by an order granting motion to amend com-
plaint to conform to proof dated December 29, 1950, as follows:
This matter coming before the Commission upon motion of counsel supporting the

complaint to amend the complaint herein to conform to the proof, and it appearing counsel
for the respondentsha ve. acknowledged receipt. of copy of said motion and have waind the
filing of an answer and further notice and the Commission having duly considered the mat-
ter, and the record, and being now fully advised in the premises:

It is o'"denJd, That the motion to amend the complaint to conform. to the proof be, and
the same hereby is , granted.

It is further ordere(l That the complaint heretofore issued be amended as follows:
By striking that portion of Paragraph Five which reads as follows:

Through the use of the name 'National Service Bureau ' and the phraseology
Disbursement Officer ' and ' Disburse.m~mtOffice,

' "

and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
Through the use of the name "National Service Bureau," and also through the use

of the phrase "Disbursement Officer" and also the phrase "Disbursement Office," in
connection with the name "National Service Bureau.

It is further o1.dered That the evidence heretofore . taken be, and the same hereby is,
adopted as evidence in connection with the complaint as herein amended to the same
extent and to the same effect . as if such evidence hndbeen originaJIy taken under the
complaint as herein Iimended.
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maintain and at all times mentioned herein have m.aintained courses of
trade in such goods and property in commerce between and among the
United States. Some of respondents ' clients are located in Chicago
Illinois; Cincinnati , Ohio; New York , New York and other cities
and States throughout the United States. The course and conduct
of respondents' said business invoh"es intercourse of a conll11ercial
and business nature between them and their clients and the persons
from whom information is sought who are located in the various
States of the United States.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of respondents ' said business of
obtaining information concerning other persons, respondents use

certain form letters substantially in the following form:
THE NATIONAL 8ETIVICE BuHEAU,

Culo),(lIlo Buildillg, Washil/!/ton D. 

Office of
n. O. Bennett

Room 505

DEAR l\lAD.ur : If you will fill in the illelof;et1 blank giving the reqne:oted illfol'llJil-
tion we will forward ~'on a cheC'k for a smaJl sum of woney del1Mitec1 with 
for you for that purpose.

Very truly yours,
(8) Rom:RT BENNETT, Disbu:l'sement Officer.

Enclosed with the above-mentioned letter is a reply form for the
recipient to fill in the information desired by respondents. This form
is headed: 

DISBURSElIIEXT OF1!' ICE
THE NA'l' IONAL ~EnVICE BUREAU

505 COLORADO BUILDING
WASHINGTOX 5 , D. c.

followed by lines showing the information requested and ' also bears
the following statement:

CLAIM NUMBER 18241101.
FiU in and return this blank within 30 days. Allow two weeks for mailing
the check.

PLEASE 'TYPE OR PRI);T I:\"FOR7IIATION 
GIVE COMPLETE INFOR),IATION TO EXPEDITE MAILIXGOF CHECK

PAR. 4. Respondents mail the said form letters to the persons con-
cerning whom information is sought at their last known addresses
together with an envelope addressed to "The National Service Bureau
Colorado Building, "\Vashington , D. C. , Disbursement Office, Room
505 " fol: the return of said form letters. ~lany of the persons to
whom said fonll letters and return envelopes are S~llt' a:r~, located in
the various states of the United E;tates outside of the District ofColumbia. 
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PAn. 5. Through the use of the name "National Service Bureau
and also through the use of the phrase "Disbursement Officer" and
also the phrase "Disbursement Office " in connection with the name
"N ational Service Bureau. Respondents represent that National
Service Bureau is an agency of the .United States government or has
some connection with one of the governmental ~gencies. Said repre-
sentations are false and misleading. In truth and in fact respondents
are in no way connected with the Federal Government , but conduct the
said business as a private enterprise for the receiving of fees for

information concerning allegedly delinquent debtors.
Through the use of the said form letters, respondents represent

directly and by implication that certain funds have been deposited
with them for the persons to "whom the letters are sent and cause the
recipients of said letters to furnish them information in the false
belief that they, the recipients, are to receive substantial sums of
money.

In truth and in fact responde,nts have not received money to be
deposited for these persons and they receive nothing except a check
for ten cents which is sent by respondents upon receipt of the
information.

PAR. 6. The use as hereinabove set forth of the foregoing false and
misleading statements , representations and designations has, alid has
had, the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive, and has misled
and deceived , many persons to whom the said form letters were sent
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the said statements and
representations were true; and that the trade name used by respond-
ents indicated the true nature of respondents ' business; and induce the
recipients thereof to give information to respondents which other-
wise they would not have supplied.

PAR. 7. The afoI'esaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT

OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission, on March 1 , 1950 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents
Robert O. Bennett, an individual trading and doing business as N 
tional Service Bureau , and Lillie K. Bennett, an individual , charging
them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in com-
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meree in violation of the provisions of said Ad. After the issuance
of said complaint and the. filing of respondents ' answer , hearings were

held at which testimony and other evidence in support of and in op-

position to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before a
hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by
it and sueh testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed
in the office of the Commission. Thereafter; the. proceeding regularly
came on for final consideration by saiel hearing examiner upon the
complaint, the. answer thereto , testimony and other eviden('e proposed

findings as to the facts and conclusions presented by counsel , and saiel

hearing examiner , on January 30 , 1951 , filed his initia1 cleeision.

'Vithin the time permitted by the. Commission s Rules of Practice
counsel for respondents filed with the Commission an appeal il' om said

initial decision , and thereafter this proceeding regular)y tame on for
final consideration by the Commission upon the rpconl herein , includ-

ing briefs in support of and in opposi tion to the appeal :uHl oral argu-
ment of eounsel; and the Commission : having issued its order granting
said appeal in part and denying it in part and being nOYI TnHy advised
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest. of the
public andl11akes this its findings as to the facts and its eonclusion

drawn therefrom and order, the same to be in liell of the initial
dec.ision of the hearing examiner.

FINDINGS AS TO THE J'ACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Robert O. Bennett :i~ all individnal trad-
ing as and doing business unde-r the, name The. National St'TV1C'E', Bu-

reau. Both respondents , Robert O. Bennett and Lillie IC Bennett, live

and carryon said business at 504 Aspen Street, N. '"'V. , in the city of
vVashington , D. C. , and use as a bnsiness and mailing address 706

Thirteenth Street, N. 'V., 'Vashington , D. where an offiee is main-

tabled and used primarily as an adch'ess for the rec.eipt of mail. Re-

spondents formerly maintained an ofli.c.e, ' at 505 Colorado Building,
Washington, D. C. Respondents Robert O. Bennett and Lillie 1\::.

Bennett cooperate and act together in performing tIle acts and prac-
tices hereinafter described.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now and for more tha.n four years last
past have been engaged in the business of securing and selling to
their customers information relating to delinquent debtors, e.xtension

of credit and for other purposes; their prineipal business being

that of locating delinquent debtors. Their customers consist of
credit bureaus maintained by business and professional organizations
retail stores, collection agencies, attorneys, and finanee companies

desiring information principally with reference to delinquent accounts.
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Their customers and the persons about WhOlll information is sought

are located throughout the various States of the United States 
and

in the District of Columbia. Respondents ' business is principally
conducted by mail. They weekly transmit approximately 2 100 letters

seeking the above-described information and receive approximately
700 replies thereto. The conduct of respondents ' business constitutes

intercourse of a commercial nature between. them and the persons

from whom information is sought in commeTce, as "commerce" is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. Respondent Robert O. Bennett has been in the collection

business for more than 15 years. About five years ago he conceived
and put into practice a plan involving the use of a n1ail skip tracer
to secure credit information from delinquent debtors , which plan
respondents have used ever since and are now using. A pamphlet
issued by respondents contains the following description of a mail
skip tracer:

1. WHAT IS A MAIL SKIP 'I'RACER?

A mail skip tracer is a piece of mail which offers an inducement for its.
recipient to reveal his address, employment, phone number, and other pertinent
information which may be used by his creditor in obtaining payment of money
due.

2. IN 'VHAT CASES SHOULD A MAIL SKIP TRACER BE USED?
3.. If ;yon send mail to an address, and it is not returned to you , you ImoW

that this person is getting his mail at this address or it is being forwarded by
the Post Office to him. Neither the Postmaster nor any one connected with

the Post Office may give you this information as to where your skip is and only
by using an inducement such as a mail sldp tracer can you find him.

b. When your mail is delivered and you lmow the person is at the given
address, but ~'ou do not know where he worl;;:s or banks, and this information
would be valuable to you , the inducement offered in the mail skip tracer will
more than likely get this information for you.

3. WI-L'~T MAKES A MAIL TRACER ILLEGAL?
Any piece of mail which obtains information by the use of subterfuge is

illegal. THE NATIONAL SERVICE BUREAU does NO'l' use subterfuge.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business of securing

credit information by the use of a ll1ail skip tracer, respondents
receive from each of their customers an authorization, bearing the
signature of the eustomer, on the following form supplied by
respondents:

PLEASE TYPE OR PR.INT ALL NAMES AND ADDRESSES

THE NATIONAL SERVICE BUREAU
706 13th Street NW., 1Vash-ington 5, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: Please attempt to obtain all information you can from the fol..

lowing persons from whom mail bas not been returned. Please send a check
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for 10~ to each person listed below sending ~'ou the information you request
in payment for this information. Please deposit 10~ to this person s credit
in your bank and charge this 10~ to our account and credit our account with
all deposits not paid out by you at the end of each month. We agree to paY'
rou the sum of 25~ for an address; 50~ for an address , a phone number , and/or
one or more relatives or references; $1.00 for employment and/or bank. In the
case of a bank and no employment, you are to refund us 50~ upon being notified
the bank was of no use to us. We also agree to pay a - charge of 10~ for
all returned mail, proof to be furnished to us. \Ve understand that your
maximum charge for any one locate is $1.00 plus the 10~! deposit fee. 
agree to keep all information confidential.

(Please use both sides of this sheet)

SEND NO MONEY-YOU WILL BE BILLED MOK'l'HLY

NO RESULTS-NO CHARGE

Name ---- 

- ---- - ------------------ ------ - - -- --- --- -- -- -- --- - ------- ---------

Street__- -- 

-------- ---- ------- ------- - ------ - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - - - - - -- - - - - ---

Ci ty -- 

--- ------ -------- ---- ---------- - - -----

- S ta te__

---- -- ---------------

Zone
By - --- -- 

- - --- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- --- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- --- --- -----------

Upon receipt of such authorization respondents mailed to each of
the persons listed at the address furnished the following form letter:

THE NATIONAL iSE:JRVICE BUREAU
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

DISBURSEMENT OFFICE

If you will fill in the inclosed blank giYing the requested information we will
forward you a check for a small sum of money deposited with us for you
for that purpose.

Very truly yours,
(8) ROBERT BENNETT Disbursement Officer.

self-addressed return envelope with the words "Disbursement
Office" appearing in the left hand corner, and a questionnaire were
enclosed with the letter, the questionnaire being as follows:
Disbursement Office- DO NOT "'RITE
The National Service Bureau IN THIS SPACFJ
Washington , D. C.

Below is the required information.
Please send the check.

Claim 

------------------------- -----

Bureau 

----------------------------

Fill in and return blank within 30 days. File ----

----------------------------

AIJow two weeks for mailing check.

Check willl1ot be sent unless all infor-
mation is giyen below. Date 

-------------------------------

OI( By 

-----------------------------

TYPE OR PRINT ALL INFORMATION.
N A~iE 

- -- -- - - -- - - - - -- - ---- - -- - ----- ---------------------------------------

NO. AND STREET -

------------------~-----------------------------------
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CITY ---------------------_

..:_------------------ 

STATE -----------------

-'-

0 COUP A '1.' ON - - 

--- -_ .:. -- --- - -- - -- - ---- - - - - - ------- - -- -------------- - --- ---

EMPLOYED BY 

--- - --- - - ----- --- -- -- - --- - - - - - - ---- - - --- - -- -- -- -- - - - ------

EMPLOYER' S AD DRES S - - 

----- - - --- - - - -- --- ---- -------- --- - ----------

HUSBAND OR WIFE' S NAME ----------------------

---------------------

EMPLOYED BY 

--------------------- --------------------_ .:._---------- ----

AD D RE S S --

- - - --- - -- ----- -. - - ----- -- -- - -- - - - - --- -- -- - ----- - ------- --------

HOME PHONE 

------------------- 

BUSINESS PHONE 

--------------------

BA:..TI( WITH 

- - - ---- - - ----- - ---- ---- ------------------- ------~----------

~\D D RE S S -

------ - -- -------- - ---- ---- - -. - -- -- - --- --- --- -- --- ----- -------_ .:.

REFEREN cE 

- - ---- - - - - - ----- - - --- - --- - - ---- -- --- ---- -- -- .:._---- - - ---------

DD RES S - 

-- -- ----- -- - --- -- _ ..:._------ - ----- ------- --- ------- --- - --------

REFEREN CE - -

--- -- - --- - - -- - - -- --- - -- - - --- --- --- --- --- -- ------ - - -- -------

ADD RE S S 

--- - - -- -- - - - --- - -- --- ---- --- -- - -- -- ----- --- -- -- - ---- -- - --------

Upon receipt of each form of questionnaire filled in by the person
to whom it was sent, respondents mail their check for ten cents to
that person. Each questionnaire when filled in and returned to re-
spondents is forwarded by them to the customer requesting the in-
formation , together with an itemized hill for the information secured
and inc.lu(ling a charge for the ten cents paid out. No charge is made
if no reply is received.

After the issuance of the complaint, respondents eliminated the
words "Disbursement Officer " appearing after the signature of "Rob-
ert Bennett" on said form letter , and the words "Disbursement Ofiice
from the questionnaire and from the return envelopes.

PAR. 5. Through the use of the name "The National Service Bu-
reau" alone. and more particularly when used together with the words
"Disbursement Office" or "Disbursement Officer" in the manner here-
inabove described , respondents have represented that ti1ey were a part
of or connected in some manner with the Veterans Administration or
some other part or agency or the United States Government.

Through the use of their form letter stating "If you will fill in the
inclosed blank giving the requested information we will forward to
you a check for a small sum of money deposited with us for that pur-
pose " together with the enclosed blank as above described , respond-
ents have represented that a small but significant sun1 of money to
"hich the recipient of the letter is entitled has been deposited with
respondents and that this money will be forwarded to the recipient of
the letter upon his furnishing sufficient information by means of
which he can be identified as the person entitled to the money.

PAR. 6. In _fact respondents are not connected with the United States
Government in any respect. No sum of money to whieh any recipient.
of these letters is entitled has been deposited with respondents and no
sum of money has been forwarded by respondents other than respond-
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ents ' check for ten cents which is sent to each person furnishing the
requested information. This payment of ten c~nts does not justify
respondents ' statement that a small sum of money has been deposited
with them for forwarding. This practice is a transparent scheme to
misle.ad and conceal the purpose for which the information is sought.

PAR. 7. The use by the res,pondentBof the' name "TheN ational Serv-
ice Bureau" and their use of the other false, misleadil)g and deceptive
statements and representations as herein above described have the
tendency and capacity to and did mislead a substantial portion of the
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondents are con-
nected with or are an agency of the United States Government and

that their other said false, misleading and deceptive statements and
representations are true and to induce a substantial number of the
public, because of such mistaken and erroneous belief , to give respond-
ents information concerning their prese,nt location , employment and
financial condition which they would otherwise not have supplied.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as hereinbefore
found are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in eomll1erce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It ls o1'dered That Robert O. Bennett and Lillie IC Bennett, indi-
viduals , trading as The National Service Bureau or trading under any
other name or trade designation , jointly or severally, their representa-
tives , agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the business of obtaining and selling in-
formation concerning delinquent debtors or other credit information in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

(1) Using the name "The National Service Bureau" or any other
words of similar import to designate. , describe or refer to respondents
business, or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that
respondents are connected with or are an agency of the United States
Government or that their business is other than that of obtaining and
selling credit information.

(2) -Representing, directly or by implication , that money has been
deposited with them for persons from whom information is requested
unless or until the money has in fact been so deposited , and then only
when the amount so deposited is clearly and expressly stated.
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(3) Using any forms, letters, questionnaires, or other material,

printed or written , which does not clearly and expressly state that the
information requested is to be used for credit purposes.

It is further ordered That said respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a
report! in .writing .setting forth. the manner and fonll in which they
have complied with said order. .
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IN THE l\fA TTER OF

HASTINGS POTATO GRO,VERS ASSOCIATION

. . . .

COl\IPLAIXT, SETTLEl\IENT , FINDINGS , A1i, D ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SUBSECTION (C) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED
OCT. 15 , 1914 , AS Al\fENDED BY AND ACT APPROVED JUNE 19 , 1936

Docket 5921. Complaint, Sept. 10, 1951-Deoision, Jan. , 1952

Where a cooperative corporation engaged in selling potatoes and other vegetables
produced in Florida by its members, (1) to buyers who usually purchased in
small volumes, through brokers to whom it paid brokerage fees varying from
three to ten cents per hundredweight; (2) to some of such brokers who:
also purchased for their own accounts for resale; and (3) directly to other
buyers, including some chain-store organizations who usually purchased in
larger volumes for use or resale-

(a) Paid a fee as brokerage to buying brokers in connection with the sale of

potatoes to them in the same manner as it paid them a fee for effecting sales,
as its agents, to small buyers, and in the same amounts , through inyoicing
them at the same prices as the;y charged small buyers and paying bills ren-
dered to the association for brokerage fees in connection with sales made
to said brokers for their own account for resale, as well as for fees earned
for effecting sales as the association s agent to small buyers;

(b) Paid such a fee also to buying brokers in connection with other sales 

potatoes through the practice of charging them prices which were lower
than those charged small buyers by the amount of the brokerage fees that it
paid them for effecting sales to the small buyers-in some of such trans-
actions, inyoicing buying brokers at such lower prices, and in other trans-
actions invoicing the buying brokers tile same prices as those charged small
buyers but permitting them to deduct the necessary discount for allowances;
and

(c) Charged direct buyers, including some chain-store organizations lower prices
than it charged small buyers, through either invoicing such buyers at prices
which were lower by the amount of the brokerage fees or invoicing them at
the same prices charged small bu;yel's and permitting them to make the
necessary deduction:

Held That said association, in making such payments of fees as brokerage and
such charging of lower prices, paid or granted something of yalue as a com-
mission , brokerage or other compensation in lieu thereof, in connection \vith
the sale of vegetables , to the other p:U'ties to such transactions or to their
agents, etc. , who were acting in their behalf, and that such acts and practices
violated subsection (c) of Sec. 2 of the Clayton Act as amended.

Before M1.. F?'ank Hie?' trial examiner.
1111'. P-ete1'J. Dlas and 1111' . Richard E. Ely for the Commission.
1111'. 0 o'unts Johnson of Tampa, Fl a. , for respondent.
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COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the
party respondent, named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more
particularly designated and described, has been and is now violating
the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act

U. S. C. Title 15 , section 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman
Act, approved June 19 , 1936 , hereby issues its complaint stating its
charges with respect thereto as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Hastings Potato Growers Association
hereinafter sometimes referred to as the Association, is a cooperative
corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal office and
p lace of business located at Hastings, Florida.

PAR. 2. The Association is now , ai1d continuously for many years
last past has been engaged in the business of selling potatoes and
other vegetables produced in Florida by its members to three princi-pal kinds of buyers. 

The Association employs brokers who, as its agents, sell such vege-
tables to most buyers (hereinafter sometimes referred to as small
buyers) who usually purchase in smaller volumes. As compensation
for services rendered in effecting such sales to small buyers, the Asso-
elation pays such brokers a brokerage fee. Such brokerage fees vary
from about three cents to ten Gents per hundredweight.

In addition to selling sneh vegetables to small buyers as agents 
the Assoeiation , some of such brokers (hereinafter sometimes re-
ferred to as "buying brokers ) also purchase such vegetables frOlll the
Association for their own accounts for resale.

The Association also sells vegetables directly to other buyers, in-
cluding some chain-store organizations (hereinafter sometimes re-
ferred to as direct buyers) who usually purchase in larger volumes
for their own account for use or resale. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of such business, the Association
causes such vegetables so sold to be transported from its place of busi-
ness or from elsewhere in Florida to the places of business of such
buyers, some of which are located in Florida and some of which are
located elsewhere in the United States. All sales of vegetables by the
Assoeiation hereinafter referred to involved such transportation from
Florida to sl)ch buyers with places of business located elsewhere and
occurred during approximately the three or four years last past.

PAR. 4. (A) The Assoeiation pays a fee as brokerage to buying
brokers in connection with the sale of potatoes to them in the same
manner asit pays a brokerage fee to them and other brokers for ef-
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fecting sales, as its Rgents, to small buyers, and in the same or sub-
stantially the same amounts. In these transactions the Association
invoices buying brokers , and they remit to the Association, at prices
which are the same as those eharged small buyers; but the buying
brokers render to the Association, and the Association pays, bills which
set forth, in addition to brokerage fees earned for effecting sales, as
it agents, to small buyers , fees as brokerage in connection with such
sales made to them for their own aeeount for resale or whieh set forth
only the latter.

(B) In connection with other sales of potatoes to buying brokers
instead of the Association making the payments of fees as brokerage
alleged in subparagraph (A) above, it charges them prices which are
lower than those charged small buyers. The prices are lower by
amonntswhich are the same or substantially the same as the brokerage
fees that the Association pa.ys to its brokers for effeeting sales, as its
agents, to small buyers.
In some of these transactions, the Assoeiation invoices buying

brokers, and they remit to the Association , at such lower priees. When
this has been done, the Association sometimes indieates the fact by
a notation on the invoice that the price is "net.

In other of these transaetions, the Association invoices buying
brokers at prices which are the same as those eharged small buyers
but the buying brokers remit to the Association at such lower prices
being permitted by the Assoeiation to deduct the necessary discount or
allowance. ,Vhen this is to be done, the Association sometimes indi-
cates the fact by omitting the notation "net" on the invoice.

(C) In eonnec.tion with sales of potatoes to direet buyers , instead
of the Association making the payments of fees as brokerage alleged
in subparagraph (A) above, it eharge.s them priees whieh are lower'

, than those charged small buyers. 1'he prices are lower by amounts
which are same or substantially the same. as the broke.ra2:e fees that
the. Association pays to its brokers for effecting sa les , as its agents , to,
small buyers.

, Such lower prices are charged dirpet buyers in the same manner as-
they are charged buying brokers as alleged in subparagraph (B)
above.

P.. 5. In making payments of feef:; as brokerage, asa.lleged in Para-
graph Four (A), and in eharging lower prices, as alleged in Para-
graps ~our (B) and Four (C), the Association paid or granted, in
the course and conduct of its business in eoml11erce , something of value-
as a commission , brokerage, or other compensation , and allowances and
discounts in lieu thereof, in connection with the sale of vegetables, to'

the. other parties to such transactions, or to their agents, representa-
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tives or other intermediaries therein who were acting in fact for 
in behalf, or subj ect to the direct 01' indirect control of such otherparties. 

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of the respondent as above alleged
violate subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by
the Robinson-Patman Act (U. S. C. Title 15 , Sec~ion 13).

CONSENT SETTLEj)IENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act
to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monop-
olies, and for other purposes " approved October 15 , 1914, (the Clay-
ton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19 , 1936
(the Robinson-Patman Act) the Federal Trade Commission , on Sep-
tember 10, 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint on the
respondent named in the caption hereof, charging it with violation of
subsection (c) of Section 2 of said Clayton Act as amended.

The respondent, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by the
consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commission
Rules of Practic.e, solely for the purposes of this proceeding, any re-
view thereof, and the enforc.ement of the order consented to , and con-
ditioned upon the Commission s ac.ceptance of the consent settlement

hereinafter set forth, and in lieu of the answer to said complaint here-
tofore filed and which , upon acc.eptanc.e by the Commission of this
settlement, is to be withdrawn from the record, hereby:

1. Admits all the jurisdictional allegations . set forth in the
complaint.

2. Consents that the Commission may enter the matters herein-
after set forth as its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to
cease and desist. It is understood that the respondent, in consenting
to the Commission s entry of said findings as to the facts, conclusion
and order to c.ease and desist, specifically refrains from admitting or
denying that it has engaged in any of the acts or practices stated

therein to be in violation of law.

1 The Commission s "Notice" announcing and promulgating the consent settlement as
published herewith , follows:

The consent settlement tendered by the parties in this proceeding, a copy of which i~
served herewith , WfiR acceptf'd by the Commission on January 31, 1952, and ordered en-
tered of record as the Commission s findings as to the facts, conclusion , and order to
cease and desist.

It is accordingly onrered, That the respondent, Hastings Potato Growers Association
a corporation, shall, within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this notice and order
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form
in which it has complied with the order to cease and desist contained in the consent settle-
ment entered in disposition of this proceeding.
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3. Agrees that this consent settlement may be set aside in whole or
in part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph
(f) of Rule V of the Commission s Rules of Practice. 

The admitted jurisdictional facts, the statement of the acts and
practices which the Commission had reason to believe -were unlawful
the conclusion based thereon, and the order to cease and desist, all of
which the respondent consents may be entel' ed herein-in final disposi-
tion of this proceeding, are as follows:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Hastings Potato Growers Association

, .

hereinafter sometimes referred to as the Association , is a cooperative
corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and 
virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its principal office
and place of business located at Hastings, Florida.

PAR. 2. The Association is now, and continuously for many years
last past has been engaged in the business of selling potatoes and other
vegetables produced in Florida by its members to three principal kinds
of buyers.

The Association employs brokers -who, as its agents , sell such vege-
tables to most buyers (hereinafter sometimes referred to as small
buyers) who usually purchase in smaller volumes. As compensation
for services rendered in effecting such sales to small buyers , the Asso-
ciation pays such brokers a brokerage fee. Such brokerage fees vary
from about three cents to ten cents per hundredweight.

In addition to selling such vegetables to small buyers as agents of
the Association , some of such brokers (hereinafter sometimes referred
to as "buying brokers ) also pure-hase such vegetables from the Asso-
eiation for their own accounts for resale.

The Association also sells vegetables directly to other buyers, in-
cluding some chain store organizations (hereinafter sometimes re-
ferred to as direct buyers) who usually purchase in larger volumes for
their own account for use or resale. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of such business, the Association
('auses such vegetables so sold to be transported from its place of busi-
ness or from elsewhere in Florida to the places of business of such
buyers, some of which are located in Florida and some of which are
located elsewhere in the United States. All sales of vegetables by the
Association hereinafter referred to involved such transportation from
Florida to such buyers with places of business located elsewhere and
occurred during approximately the three or four years last past.
PAR. 4. (A) The Association pays a fee as brokerage to buying

brokers in connection with the sale of potatoes to them in the same
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manner as it pays a brokerage fee to them and other brokers for effect-
ing sales, as its agents , to small buyers , and in the same or substantially
the same amounts. In these transactions the Association invoices
buying brokers, and they remit to the Association, at prices which are
the same as those charged small buyers; but the buying brokers render
to the Association, and the Association pays, bills which set forth
in addition to brokerage fees earned for effecting sales, asits agents
to small buyers, fees as brokerage in connection with such sales made
to them for their own account for resale or "\vhich set forth only the
J Hotter.

(B) In connection ,vith other sales of potatoes to buying brokers
instead of the Association making the payments of fees as brokerage
alleged in subparagraph (A) above , it charges them prices which are
lower than those charged small buyers. The prices are lower by
amounts which are the same or substantially the same as the brokerage
fees that the Association pays to its brokers for effecting sales , as its
agents , to small buyers.
In some of these transactions, the Association invoices buying

brokers, and they remit to the Association , at such lower prices. 'Vhen
this has been done, the Association sometimes indicates the fact by
a notation on the invoice that the price is "net."

In other of these transactions, the Association invoices buying
brokers at prices which are the same as those charged small buyers
but the buying brokers remit to the Association at such lower prices
being permitted by the Association to deduct the necessary discount
or allowance. When this is to be done , the Association sometimes in-
dicates the fact by omitting the notation "nee' on the invoice.

(C) In connection with sales of potatoes to direct buyers, instead
of the Association making the payments of fees as brokerage alleged
in subparagraph (A) above, it charges them prices which are lower
than those charged small buyers. The prices are lower by amounts
which are the same or substantially the same as the brokerage fees that
the Association pays to its brokers for effecting sales, as its agents
to small buyers.

Such lower prices are charged direct buyers in the same 1l1.anner as
they are charged buying brokers as alleged in subparagraph (B)
above.

PAR. 5. In making payments of fees as brokerage, as alleged in

Paragraph Four (A), and in charging lower prices, as alleged in
Paragraphs Foul' (B) and Foul' (C), the Association paid or granted
in the course and conduct of its business in commerce , something of
value as a commission , brokerage, or other compensation, and allow-
ances and discounts in lieu thereof , in connection with the sale of vege-

21 :::840-34-- ::;1
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tables, to the other parties to such transactions, or to their agents
representatives or other intermediaries therein who were acting in
fact for or in behalf, or subject to the direct or indirect control , of such
other parties.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent ~s above found violate sub-
section (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robin-
son-Patman Act (U. S. C. Title 15 , Section 13).

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

I t is onlered That the respondent Hastings Potato Growers Asso-
. ciation , a corporation , and its officers , directors , agents or employees
directly or through any corporate or any other device, in conllection
with the sale of potRtoes or any other vegetable in interstate com-
merce, do forthwith cease and desist :from:

1. :Making payments to brokers on purchases for their own accounts
in amounts which are the same as the amounts of brokerage fees paid
to brokers effecting sales, as agents: to other purchasers, or in any
other amounts which are also paid as brokerage, whether such pay-
ments are made upon being billed therefor or otherwise;

2. Granting a discount or allowance to any purchaser which makes
the price to such purchaser lower than the prices at which sales are
made to other purchasers, by any amount which is the same as the
amount of brokerage fees paid to brokeI's effecting sales , as agents
to such other purchasers, or lower in any other amounts which are
also in lieu of brokerage, whether such loweI' prices are charged by
invoicing at "net" prices , or by permitting the purchasers to make
a deduction from invoiced prices in remitting payment, or by any
other device;

3. Paying 01

'; 

granting anything of value as a commission , brokerage
other compensation or allowance or discount in lieu thereof to the

other parties to such transactions, or to their agents , representatives or
other intermediaries therein who in fact act for or in behalf, or are
subj ect to the direct or indirect control , of such other parties.

(sgd) HASTINGS POTATO GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Hastings Potato Growers . Association
By (sgd) COUNTS ~JOI-INSON Its Attorney.

(Date) LV 01)e'lnOe7' BO 1951.

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal
Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this the 31st day
of January 1952. 
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IN THE ~IAITER 

ALBERT COHN AND IRVING AND LOUIS KURASH DOING.

BUSINESS AS PROFESSIONAL RE1HINDER SERVICE.

COMPLAINT, DECISION, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED'
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docl~et 5762. CoJr/,plaint , Apt'. 1950-Decision, Feb. , 1952

Judicial notice is taken of the fact that the words "engraving" and "engraved"
when used in connection with or descriptive of business or social stationery,
have specific meanings. Pecleral T'rade Commission v. Benton Announce':

mc/lts , 11lc. 1:30 F. (2d) 254; 35 li'. T. C. 941; 3 S. & D. 495.

Where three partners engaged in the printing of greeting cards and in the
interstate sale and distribution tl1ereof-

Represented through statements in circulars , in which were included the terms
pJateless engraved" and "plateless engraYing , that their greeting cards

were engraved by some process in which a plate was not used;
The facts being that said cards were not engra,ed but were printed by the

thermographic process in which , following regular printing, the \vet ink is
dusted with a powdered chemical and baked, with resulting raised letter
effect resembling elwnwing;

With effect of misleading a substantial portion of the purchasing public into
the erroneous belief that said cards were engraved, and of inducing its
purchase thereof in such belief; and with capacity and tendency so to do:

Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before ';.11-7'. J. Earl Cox hearing examiner.

frI/'. Edward F. Downs for the Commission.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission A0.\.

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Fec1era~

Trade Commission, having reason to believe Albert. Cohn, Irving
I\::urash , and Louis Kurash doing business as Professional Reminder
Service , a copartnership, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have
violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Com-
mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest; hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents Albert Cohn, Irving ICurash and Louis
ICurash are copartners doing business under the name of Professional
Reminder Service with their principal office and place of business at
42 East 23d Street, New York, New York.
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. PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the printing of greeting cards and in the sale and
distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Re-
spondents cause said cards , when sold , to be transported from their
said place of business in the State of N ~w York to the purchasers
thereof, many of whom were and are located ill States of the United
States other than the State of New York and in the District of Colum-
bia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained, a course of trade in said cards in commerce between and
among the variolls States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid , and
for the purpose of inducing the purehase of their said greeting cards
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act, respondents have printed and circulated throughout the
several States to prospective customers a circular containing, among
other things, the following statement:

Our rates are l'f'l1sonl1hle. All C'l1l'ds f1l'e plntelp:,:;,: engTl1yecl on white yellull1
paper as per enclosed sample.

The bottom portioll of this circul ar is an order blank to be detached
from the upper portion and filled in as per the desired order , and the
enclosed sample referred to in the circular is a sample of respondents
greeting cards with the lettering thereon having a raised appearance.

PAR. 4. Respondents, through the use. of the term "plateless en-
graved" represented that their greeting cards were engraved by some
process in which a plate was not used. 

Said representation was false , misleading and deceptive. Respond-
eilts ' cards were not engraved but "' ere printed by what is known as
the thermographic process. This process consists of regular printing,
after which the wet ink is dusted with a chemical in powdered form
and then baked , which causes the chemical to melt, fuse with ink, be-
come solid and present a raised letter effect having the appearance of
engra vlng.

PAR. 5. The, use by respondents of the term "plnteless engraved"
as aforesaid had the tendency and capacity ' to mislead a substantial
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that said greeting cards were engraved and because of such
erroneous and mistaken belief to purchase respondents' said greeting
cards.

PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged. are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION OF THE CO~BIISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice

and as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission
and Order to File Report of Compliance , dated February 11 , 1952
the initial decision in the instant matter of Hearing Exmniner J. Earl
Cox, as set out as follows, became on that date. the decision of theCommission. 

INITIAL DECISION BY J. EARL cox HEARING EXAl\IINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on April 7, 1950 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents
Albert Cohn, Irving Kurash and Louis Kurash , doing business as
Professional Reminder Service , a copartnership, eharging them with
the use of unfair and deceptive ads and practices in eommerce in
violation of the provisions of said Act. After respondents filed their
answer in this proceeding, a stipulation was entered into whereby
it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of faets signed and
exeeuted by respondents Albert Cohn, Irving Kurash and Louis
ICurash and Edward F. Downs, counsel supporting the eOlnplaint
for the Federal Trade Commission , may be. taken as the fads in this
proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of and in opposition
to the charges stated in the complaint, and that the said statement
of facts may serve as the basis for findings as to the faets and eonclu
sion based thereon and order disposing of the proceeding, :without
presentation of proposed findings and eonclusions or oral argument.
Said stipulation as to the fads expressly provides that upon appeal
to or review by the Commission , said stipulation may be set aside by
the Comn1ission and this Ina tter remanded for further proeeBdings
under the eomplaint. Thereafter, this proeeeding regularly eame
on for final consideration by said hearing examiner upon the eom-
plaint, answer, and stipulation , said stipulation having been approved
by the hearing examiner, who, after duly considering the reeord
herein, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the publiCo and
Inakes the following findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn there.
from, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P ARAGRAPIf 1. Respondents Albert Cohn , Irving Kurash and Louis
Kurash are eopartners doing business under the name of Professional
Reminder Service, with their prineipal offiee and plaee of business
at 4-2 East 23rd Street, New York, New York.
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PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the printing of greeting cards and in the sale and
distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Re-
spondents cause said cards, when sold , to be transported from their
said place of business in the State of New York to the purchasers
thereof , many of whom were and are located in States of the United
States other than the State of New York and in the District of Colum-
bia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a course of trade in saiel cards in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said greeting
cards in commerce, as "COnll11erCe" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, respondents have printed and circulated throughout
the United States to prospective customers a circular containing,
among other things , the following statement:

Our rates are reasonable. All cards are plateless engra '.ed on white vellum
paper as pel' enclosed sample.

The bottom portion of this circular bears an order blank to be detached
from the upper portion and filled in as per the desired order. The
enclosed sample referred to in the circular is one of respondents

greeting cards with the lettering thereon having a raised appearance.
Since December 1948 respondent3 have issued the circulars con-

taining the statement quoted abovE'- with an asterisk following the
term "plateless engraved. This asterisk refers to a footnote con-
tained in the circular, which reads aE; follows:

Plateless engraving is a modern printin~~ process without special plates or dies
which is called by various names but is also commonly known as the thermo-
graphic process. It creates engraved effects which make it indistinguishable
from engraving from 5)Jecial plates or dies except to an expert in the field.

PAR. 4. The respondents through the use of these statements and
especially through the use of the terms "plateless engraved" and
plateless engraving" having represented that their greeting cards

were and are engraved by some process in which a plate is not used.
PAR. 5. Said representations are false , misleading and deceptive.

Respondents ' cards are not engraved but are printed by what is known
as the tllermographic process. This process consists of regular print-
ing, after which the wet ink is dusted with a chemical in powdered
form and then baked , which causes the chemical to melt, fuse with the
ink, become solid and present a raised letter effect having the
appearance of engraving.
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PAR. 6. , The use by respondents of the statements set forth above and
especially of the terms "plateless engraved" and "plateless engraving
had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to, and did , and does
mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the er-
roneous and mistaken belief that said greeting cards are engraved
and because of such erroneous and mistaken belief to purchase re-
spondents' said greeting cards. 

PAR. 7. Judicial notice is taken of the fact that the words "engrav-
ing" and "engraved " when used in eonnection with or deseriptive 

business or soeial stationery, have specific meanings:
The word

. "

engraYing," as it is used in the graphic arts, may be applied either
to an engraved intaglio plate upon which letters , words, or designs have been
incised or cut or to the impressions made from such a plate. Such plates are
cut or incised by hand, by machine, by etching with acid , by a transfer from
other engraYing, and by other means, but in all cases the letters, words or
designs so to be produced upon stationery are cut below the surface of the
plate. To make impressions from such a plate , the ink is applied to the plate

then the plate is wiped so that the ink remains only in the lines cut below the
surface. The inked plate is then put upon a piece of stationery or article to 

engraved; and pressure is applied sufficient to force the surface of the stationery
into the lines cut in the plate, causing the ink in such lines to adhere to the
paper on which the impression is to be made. 

The words "engraving" and "engraved " when used in connection with, or
descriptive business or social stationery, mean , and the trade and consum-
ing public understand , and for many years have understood them to mean , that
the stationery products so being referred to or described contain letters, words,
or designs which are raised from the general plane of the stationery surface

and are in relief, and are the result of the application, under pressure, of metal
plates which have been specially engrave?, cut or carved for, and are used in
the production of such stationery by the process more particularly described
in the foregoing paragraph. (Fedeml Trade Commission v. Benton Annou1We-
ments, Inc. 31 F. T. C. 882, affirmed 130 F. (2d) 254, CCA 2d Circuit, July 6,
1942. )

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found
are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and eonstitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practiees in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Ad.

ORDER

I t is ordered That the respondents, Albert Cohn , Irving Kurash and
Louis Kurash, individually and as partners , doing business as Profes-
sional Reminder Serviee, their representatives, agents and employees
directly or indirectly, through any corporate or other device, in con-
nection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of stationery
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products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

(1) Using the words "engraved" or " ngraving," either alone or
in conjunction with any other word or words , to designate, describe
or refer to stationery products on which the lettering, inscriptions or
designs have been printed from inked typefaces and have been given

a raised effect by an embossing process in which no plates have been
used and the embossing effect has been procured by the application
of powders to wet ink in what has been described as the thermo-
graphic process.

(2) Using the words "engraved" or "engraving," either alone or in
conjunction .with any other word or words , to designate , describe or
refer to stationery products unless and until the respondents produce
the stationery products so designated, described or referred to by 
process which consists es?entially in the application of blank station-
ery to an inked intaglio plate under pressure sufficient to force the
surface of the stationery into the letters or designs which are cut or
incised on the plate so that the ink in such plate adheres to the sta-
tionery to form letters, words, characters or designs .which are in
relief and raised' from the general plane of the surface of the
stationery.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is orde1' That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, :file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner alld form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as re-
quired by said declaratory decision and order of February 1952).
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IN TIlE 1\1A TTER OF

IRVING SALZl\IAN TRADING AS UNION l\lILL ENDS

cmlPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA'l'ION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914

Docket 592'

,/.

COlli pla fnt, Oct. 1951--Decisio' n, Feb. , 1952

here an individual engap:ed in the mail order sale of assortments of cloth to
the general public in different states, in advertising in newspapers , periodi-
cals, and other advertising literature-

(a) Hepresented that tl1is nssortment of remnants consisted chiefly of pieces
of material of sufficient size to make aprons, skirts , jackets, play clothes,
pinafores and sun suits and that bis assortment of dress goods consisted
entirely of prints, percales, ginghams , shirtings and similar materials;

he facts being that the remnant assortment consisted chiefly of scraps , trim-
mings and small i1'l'pgul:n pieces of cloth , and included only a few pieces
of material large enough to make the aforesaid garments; and a substantial
part of the dress goods assortment consisted of goods other than those
claimed;

(b) Falsely represented that purchasers of his assortments would be given
twenty-five button cards "free" and that the button cards were customarily
sold elsewhere for 25 cents each;

The facts being that it was necessary to pay for the assortment before button
cards were furnished and the price thereof \vas included in that charged
for the assortment, except in tbe event the assortment was returned and
the purchase price i'efunded; and such button cards were customarily sold
b~' retailers for much less than 25 cents; and

(c) Falsely represented that his said offer was a "get-acquainted" offer and
good for a short time only; when in fact it comprised part ofa continuous
scheme of solicitation;

With tendency and capacity to mislead and (lecei"\e a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were
true, and thereby to cause its purchase of substantial quantities of saidproduct: 

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were

all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and

deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before 11fT. J. Ea.rl Com, hearing examiner.

Mr. B. L. lViZliam. for the Commission.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant Jo the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Irving Salzman , an
individual trading as Union l\fill Ends , hereinafter referred to as re-
spondent, has violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing
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to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges
in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Irving Salzman is an individual trading
as Union l\1:ill Ends, with his office and principal place of business
located at 338 Broadway, l\1:onticello , New York. The respondent is
now and since April 1950 has been engaged in conducting a mail order
business in the sale of assortments of cloth to the general public.

PAR. 2. In connection with said business respondent causes and has
caused his products, when sold , to be shipped from his place of busi-
ness in the city of lVIonticello , New Yor1\:, to the purchasers thereof
located in other States of the United States. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course or trade in
said products in commerce among and between the various States of
the United States. His volume of trade in said products in such com-
merce is and has been substantial. 

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct or his aforesaid business , and for
the purpose of promoting the sale of his products in commerce, re-

~pondent has made certain statements, representations and claims
eoncerning said products and the use to which the same nlay be put
by means of advertisements inserteel in newspapers and periodicals
and other advertising literature. Among and typical of said state-
lllents and representations are the following:

FREE 25 BUTTON CARDS
3 to 10 Buttons on every card)
Sells for 25~ a card elsewhere)
18 YARDS REMNANTS (ABOUT)

(3Ibs.

VALUED

$G.

$1.

TOTAL VALUE) $8. 23
This is a get acquainted offer ONLY good for a short time. YES-25 different
Button cards FREE NO charge to you. All smart-looking buttons, guaranteed
washable. Buttons for expensive dress(~s, blouses, coats, skirts, suits, etc.
All useful buttons. This offer is made to introduce you to our Remnant Bar-
gain. You get the BEST QUALITY Prints and Percales. Large Pieces!
Full width Dress Goods included. ALL SIZES USABLE! Make aprons
sldrts, jackets, patchwork quilts, play clothes, pinafores, sun suits, etc. ALL
for ONLY $1.98. Satisfaction guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded. Keep
free premium even if we do not please you. Surely this is fair. RUSH order

. back with this ad.

SEND NO MONEY! Order O. O. D. ---------------------- Order TODAY
UNION MILL ENDS ---------- Monticello, New York

DRESS - GOODS
2M YARD

SELLS FOR MUOH MORE ELSEWHERE. Beautiful Prints, Percales,
Ginghams, Shirting, etc., 2 3, & 4 yards of each. Width 36 inches. All
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new patterns. This is a get-acquainted offer ONLY good for a short time.
RUSH your order back.

No order accepted less than 12 yards
12 Yard BUNDLE ONLY $2.98 ----------

PAR. 4. By means of the aforesaid statements respondent represented
directly and by implication, that his assortment of remnants con-
sisted chiefly of pieces of material of sufficient size with which aprons
skirts, jackets , play clothes, pinafores and sun suits could be made;
that purchasers of said assortments would be give~l twenty-five button
cards "free ; that said button cards supplied with said assortment

. were customarily sold elsewhere for 25 cents each; that his assortment
of dress goods consisted entirely of prints, percales, ginghams and
shirtings and similar materials and that his offer of sale of said
assortments was a get acquainted offer and was good for only a
short time.

PAR. 5. The said representations were false, misleading and decep-
three In truth and in fact said assortments of remnants contained
only a few pieces of material of sufficient size to make aprons, skirts
jackets, play clothes, pinafores and sun suits. The balance of said
assortments consisted of scraps, trimmings and small irregular pieces
of cloth.

The twenty-five button cards sent with each purchase of the assort-
ment were not given "free. It was neeessary to purchase and pay
for the assortment before said articles were furnished and the cost
thereof was included in the price charged for the assortment, except
in those cases when the assortment was returned, the purchase price
refunded and the articles retained by the purchaser.

The button cards had not been generally sold for 25~. In truth
;and in fact, the same kind, type and quality of button cards as those
offered by the respendent were regularly and ordinarily sold by va-
rious retailers at the time of the advertisement for much less than
the price stated by respondent. A substantial part of respondent'
assortment of dress goods consisted of goods other than prints, per-
cales, ginghams, and shirtings and similar materials.

The offers advertised by respondent as get acquainted offers and
good only for a short time were actually not terminated at or limited
to any given time. Said offers comprised a part of a continuous
scheme of solicitation in the regular course and conduct of the re-
spondent' s Qusiness.

PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false, mislead-
ing and deceptive statements and representations had the tendency
and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing pub-
.lic into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and
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representations were true and to induce a substantial. portion of the
purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief
to purchase the products sold by respondent.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and con-
stitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Conimission Act.

DECISION OF THE COl\Il\IlSSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and
as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance , dated February 11, 1952 , the
initial decision in the instant matter of Hearing Examiner J. Earl
Cox , as set out as follows , became on that date the decision of the
Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY J. EARL COX , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on October 9 , 1951 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding on respondent Irving
Salzman, an indivIdual trading as Union :MiU Ends , c.harging him
with the use of unfair and deceptiye acts and practices in commerce in
violation of the provisions of said .lct. Thereafter , respondent filed
an answer in -which he admitted all the material allegations of fact in
the complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hear-
ing as to such facts. Subsequently, the proceeding regularly came
on for final consideration by the above-named hearing examiner
theretofore duly designated by the Commission , upon the complaint
Rnd answer, and the hearing examiner , having duly considered the
record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public
and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn
therefrom and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Irving Salzman is an individual trading
as Union :Mill Ends , with his office and principal place of business
located- at 338 Broadway, :Monticello , New York. The respondent is
now and since April 1950 has been engaged in conducting a mail order
business in the sale of assortments of cloth to the general public.

PAR. 2. In connection with said business respondent causes and has
caused his products , when sold , to be shipped from his place of busi-
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ness in the city of :NIonticello , New York, to the purchasers thereof
located in other States of the United States. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade
in said products in commerce amOT~g and between the various States
of the United States. His volume of trade in said products in such
commerce is and has been substantial

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct oJ his aforesaid business, and
for the purpose of promoting the sale of his products in commerce
respondent has made certain statements , representations and claims
concerning said products and the use to which the same may be put
by means of advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals
and other advertising literature. Among and typical of said state-
ments and representations are the fol1o\ring:

FREE 25 BUTTON CARDS
3 to 10 Buttons on every card)
Sells for 25~! a card elsewhere)

18 YARDS REMNANTS (ABOUT)
(31bs.

V AI.. L:ED

$6.
$1. 98

TOTAL VALUE $8.

This is a get acquainted offer ONLY goo(1 for a short time. YES-25 different
Button cards FREE NO charge to you. All smart-looking buttons, guaranteed

?"o;;hable. Buttons for expensiye dl'essef! , blouses , coats, skirts , suits, etc. All
useful buttons. This offer is made to introduce you to our Remnant Bargain.
You get the BEST QUALITY Prints and Percales. Large Pieces! Full width
Dress Goods included. ALL SIZES USABLE! Make aprons, skirts , jacket!';

patchwork quilts, plny clothes, pinafores. sn~1 suits, etc. ALL for ONLY $1.&8.
Sa tisfaction guaranteed or money cheerfully refunded. Keep free premium even
if we do not please you. Surely this is fail'. RUSH order back with this ad.
SEND NO l\IONEY! Order C. O. D._____--------------------- Order TODAY

UNION MILL ENDS____

:..._--------

Monticello , New York
DRESS GOODS
25C YARD
SELLS FOR MrCH ~IORE ELSEWHERE. Beautiful Prints, Percales, Ging-
hams, Shirting, etc. , 2 , 3. & 4 yards of each. Width 36 inches. All new patterns.
This is a get-acquainted offer ONLY good for a short time. RUSH your order
back.
~o order accepted less than 12 yards

12 Yard BUNDLE ONLY $2.98-__

--------------------------------------

PAR. 4. By means of the aforesaid statements respondent repre-
sented, directly and by implieation , that his assortment of remnants
consisted chiefly of pieces of material of suffieient size with which
aprons , skirts , jaekets , play clothes , pinafores and sun suits eould 
made; that purchasers of said assortments would be, given twenty-five
button eards "free : that 'said button cards supplied with said assort-
ment were, customarily sold elsewhere for 2:'5 cents each; that. his assort-
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ment of dress goods consisted entirely of prints, percales, ginghams
and shirtings and similar materials and that his offer of sale of said
assortments was a get-acquainted offer and was good for only a short
time.

PAR. 5. The said representations were false, misleading and decep-
tive. In truth and in fact, said assortments of remnants contained
only a few pieces of material of sufficient size to make aprons , skirts
jackets, play cloths, pinafores and sun suits. The balance of said
assortments consisted of scraps , trimmings and small irregular pieces
of cloth.

The twenty-five button cards sent with each purchase of the assort-
ment were not given " free. It waB necessary to purchase and pay
for the assortment before said articles were furnished and the cost
thereof was included in the price charged for the assortment, except
in those cases when the assortment was returned, the purchase price
refunded and the articles retained by the purchaser.

The button cards had not been generally sold for 25~. In truth
and in fact, the same kind, type and quality of button cards as those
offered by the respondent were regularly and ordinarily sold by
various retailers at the time of the advertisement for much less than
the .price stated by respondent. A substantial part of respondent'
assortment of dress goods consisted of goods other than prints , per-
cales, ginghams , and shirtings and similar materials.

The offers advertised by respondent as get-acquainted offers and
good only fora short time were actually not terminated at or limited
to any given time. Said offers comprised a part of a continuous
scheme of solicitation in the regular Course and conduct of the re-
spondent' s business.

PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false, mislead-
ing and deceptive statements and representations had the tendency
and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and repre-
sentations were true and to induce a substantial .portion of the pur-
chasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
purchase the products sold by respon~ent.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found
are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade 'Commission Act.
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ORDER

It is ordered That the respondent, Irving Salzman, an individual
trading as Union l\;Iill Ends, or trading under any other name or trade
designation, his representatives, agents and employees , directly or
indirectly, through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering for sale , sale or distribution of assol'tments of cloth in

commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

1. Misrepresenting in any manner or by any means the sizes , quality,
composition or types of pieces of material included in such assort-
ments.

2. lVlisrepresenting the price at which any article of merchandise
is customarily sold by others.

3. Representing, directly or by implication , that any offer for the
sale of merchandise is a mere get-acquainted offer or is applicable for
a limi~e~ period of time only, when such offer is in fact a part of a
regular method of solicitation in the normal course of business.

4. Using the word "free," or any other word or words of similar
import , in advertising, to designate , describe or refer to merchandise
which is not in truth and in fact a gift or gratuity, or which is not
given without requiring the purchase of other merchandise or the
performance of some service inuring directly or indirectly to the

benefit of the respondent.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is ordered That the respondent herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by
said declaratory decision and order of February 11 , 1952).
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IN THE 1\L1.TTER OF

ANDRE\V G. CHOLICK ET AL. TRADING AS WESTERN
TRAINING SERVICE

CO~lPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIOX
OF SEC. 5' OF AN ACT OF CO!\GRBSSAPPROYED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5821. Compla' int, Oct. 21, 1950-Decision, Feb. 14, 1952

Wbere three partners engaged in the intl~rstate sale and clistrilmtioll of corre-
spondence courses to prepare students for examination for certain Govern-

ment Civil Service positions; in promoting the sale of their courses through
newspaper advertisements and postal cards mailed to post office and rural
route box holders, and through traveling agents-

(a) Represented that persons completing tbeir course and passing a civil service
examination were assured of positions in the United States Civil Service
tbrough such statements as HMen and 'Vomen 'Wanted to Prepare for Civil
Service .Jobs, Act Now , HCivil Service Men , Women , 18 to 50, Many Oppor-
tunities" and, after listing numerous positions

, "

A Few of the Hundreds of
Different Kinds of Positions

" ;

Tbe facts being that while numerous vacancies may exist generally in said
service, the taking of their course of study and the passing of a civil service
examination does not assure employment, which is subject to veteran s pref-
erence, a\"HilHbilit~. of eligihle:,: in YHrious distrkt:,: , nnd other conditions and
uncertainties;

(b) Misleadingly represented that a common school or eighth grade education
was usually sufficient to qualify for and obtain positions in the Civil Service;
when in fact wbile such an education might he sufficient for most of tbe
lo' wer grade positions , for many a high school education is required , and in
sti1l others additional special training, specific physical qualification or
practical experience; and

(c) Represented in some instances, throw?:h their ngents, that the agent visited
a given territory only once every two years and that unless prospective
students elll~olled at the time of his visit, they would have to wait two years
before they would have another oIlportunity; notwithstanding- the fact
that l1rospective students could enroll at any time;

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purcbasing public into tbe erroneous belief that such representations were
true and thereby induce its purchase of said corresi1onclence coursei;:

Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public. and constituted unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices in commerce.

Other charges of the complaint were not sustained by the reeord: namely, that
espondents through their advertising' or sales agent~. 01' both. l'P-presented
and- implied that said correspondence school was a branch of or connected

with the Goyernmellt of the United States Ciyil Senice Commission; that
respondents' representatiyes and agents were similarly thus connected;
that respondents would continue training students until they had been placed
in Government positions; that positions were permanent once an employee
had sened his first year of probation; that the school had on its staff fanner
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Government examiners; that only thoi"e with higl1 qualification:!': were
accepted , and that the school was under Government sl1pel'Yision.

Before M1'. TVillia1n L. Pack hearing examiner.

jJf1,. 1Fillia1n L. Pe17.cke for the Commission.
1111'. A. O. Allen and 11h,. Solon B. Ola'tk of Portland , Oreg. , for

respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission haying reason to believe that Andrew G. Cholick
A. Lawrence Cholick and Joseph J. Cholick , copartners, trading as
",Vestern Training Seryice, hereinafter referred to as respondents
have violated the provisions of the said Ad , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that
respect as follo',"s:

PAJL\GRAl'H 1. Respondents Andre,,' G. Cholick , A. Lawrence Cho-
lick and Joseph J. Cholick are individuals trading and doing busi-
ness as copartners under the name and style of "'V e~tern Training
Service, with their office and principal place of business at 206 Pan-
ama Building, Portland , Oregon.

PAR. 2. For more than one year last past , respondents have been and
are now engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce bet,veen
and among the various States of the United States of courses of study
and instruction intended for prr.paring students thereof for examina-
tion for eertain Civil Service. positions under the United States Gov-

ernment, whieh said eourses are pursued by correspondence through
the medium of the United States mails. Respondents, in the course
and conduct of saiel business , cause their said courses of study and in-
struction to be transported from their said place of business in the
State of Oregon to , into and through States of the United States
other than Oregon to the Pllrchasers thereof in such other States.
There has been at all times mentioned herein a course of trade in said
courses of instructions so sold and distributed by respondents in eOlll-
merce between and among the various States of the United States.

PAR. 3. In connection with the sale of said courses of study and in-
struction , respondents have made and are making use of printed ad-
vertising matter distributed to prospective students throughout the
central and western States , and of advertisements inserted in newspa-
pers eirculated in said States, in and by which numerous representa-
tions have been made and are made in regard to said courses of study

213S40--~4----
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and matters and things connected therewith. Typical of such repre-
sentations are the following:

TRAIN FOR CIVIL SERVICE

Permanent Employment, Vacations,
Pensions and Sick ~Lea ve Offered
By State, County, City and Federal
Civil Service. Stenographers,

Typists, Postal, Customs. Revenue,
Immigration, Veterans Adm. Clerks &
Inspectors, etc. In:,truction for
these and many others may be had
from the old Licensed School

, Established in 1931. For Informa-
tion address:

WESTERN TRAINING SERVICE
Box 99 % Humboldt Standard.

MEN AND WO:\lEN
Ages 18 to 50

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
Thousands to be Filled

Clerks, Internal revenue

agents, railway mail clerks,
accountants, post office clerks
mail carriers , immigration serv-
ice, custom service, veterans
administration , stenographers
typists, storekeepers, assistant
mea t inspectors; many others to
choose from
Steady employment. Instruction
now being given.

WESTERN TRAINING SERVICE
(Established 1931)

206 PANAMA BLDG. Portland 4, Or.
Send me full information.

PREPARE AT HOME FOR A
GOVERNMENT JOB
Security. Vacations

Promotions. Pensions

Write

WESTERN TRAINING SERVICE
206 Panama Bldg. I' ortland 4, Ore.
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PAR. 4. By means of the foregoing statements and representations
and others to the same effect not herein set out, respondents represent
and imply that said vVestern Training Service is a branch of or con-
nected with the United States Government or the United States Civil
Service Commission; that many positions in the United States Civil
Service, including those specifically named in said advertisements , are
vacant; that men and women are needed to fill said vacancies and that
said positions may be obtained through respondents' vVestern Train-
ing Service.

PAR. 5. By means of oral statements and representations made by
their sales agents , respondents represent and imply to prospective
students and purchasers of their said courses of instruction that said
representatives and sales agents are connected with the United States
Government or the United States Civil Service Commission in some
official capacity; that respondents will continue training students until
they have been placed in Government positions; that students taking
said course of training will pass a Civil Service examination and be

sure of a job in the United States Civil Service; that respondents
said school is in some manner connected with the United States Gov-
ernment or the United States Civil Service Commission and has special
contacts with said Civil Service Commission enabling said school to
give advance information on examination dates and to assist students
in procuring Civil Service positions; that positions are permanent
once an employee had served his first year of probation; that respond-
ents ' school has on its staff former Government examiners; that an
eighth grade education is sufficient to qualify for and to obtain posi-
tions in the classifications for which respondents offer training, and
that not everyone is signed up for such training but that only those
with high qualifications are accepted; that the school is under Govern-
ment supervision; that salesmen visit a given territory once every
two years, and that unless prospective students enroll at the time of
the salesmen s visit they will have to wait for two years before they
can have another opportunity to enroll. 

By means of return postal cards, listing a large number of Civil
Service positions , addressed to rural route box holders , and by furnish-
ing to prospective students and enrollees a booklet entitled "flOW TO
GET A GOVERNMENT JOB " respondents and their salesmen

further the impression and implication that respondents ' school is
connected with or authorized by the United States Government to
train persons for Government positions and that said salesmen operate
under some official authority.
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In said sales literature and advertisements , respondents represent.
that their school was licensed and has been continuously operateel
since 1931.

PAR. 6. All of said statements , representations , and implications are
grossly exaggerated , false and misleading. In truth and in fact, thereJ
is no eonnection whatsoever between respondents or their salesmen
and the United States Government , the Ullited States Civil Service
Commission or any other agency or braneh of the Government, nor-
does the. Government supervise respondents' school. The United
States Civil Service Commission does not advertise for men and
women to fill Government positions or that vacancies exist in Go'~ern-
Juent Service.. Respondents have no power or authority to place any
person in any Civil Serviee position, or guarantee. that such person
will pass Civil Service examinations by taking said courses of instruc-
tion. Responde.nts ' representations that there are certain vacancies
in the. United States Civil Service and that students would continue
to be trained until they pass an examination and are placed in Civil
Service positions implies that such examination may be called within
the near future , when in fact examinations for a number of positions
listed in respondents ' sales literature and advertisements Juay not be.

ealled for several years. ~loreover, a number of positions , including
guards , custom inspectors , custodians , and others, are restricted to
ten-point veteran applicants. Respondents have no special contacts
with the Civil Service Commission or any other branch of the Gov-
ernment and possess no advance information pertaining to Civil Serv-
ice. examinations; nor have they any information which persons in-
terested in examinations cannot readily obtain from the Civil Service
Comll1ission , their regional offices, or local post offices. "\Vhile Gov-
ernment positions are generally permanent, there are many circum-
stances under which employees may be separated from the service.
Respondents have no former Government examiners on their teaehing
staff.

While an eighth grade education may be sufficient for most of the
lower grades, a high school education is required for many positions
and still other positions require special training, special physical
qualifications or experience. Respondents do not limit enrollments.
to persons with high qualifications but accept enrollments from all
persons .who are willing to purchase said courses of instruction..
Prospective purchasers may purchase said CO~ll'ses of instruction at
any time they desire and are not required to wait for a period of b,o
years after declining to enroll on the occasion of the salesman s first
visit. Respondents have not operated such school continuously since..
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1931 as it was closed during the period of ",Vorld "'17" ar II and for some
time thereafter.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents in soliciting enrollment make use of a printed form of
contract designated "Enrollment Agreement" whieh contains a state-
ment that:

I def'ire to secure a Ciyil Sel',ice appointment and ~hould I fail to
pass the first examinatic'n taken, I am to recei"ve, without further
payment, coaching UNTIL I RECEIVE MY APPOINTMENT.

Said representation is misleading in that no one may secure a Civil
Service appointment through respondents ' said school and continued
coaehing will not necessarily lead to an appointment to the Civil
Service; and if a student should qualify for and pass an examination
it does not insure an appointment but may merely be the means of
having said student's name plaeed on a register and such student may
not be offered an appointment for a long time after passing said
examina tion.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the statements and representa-

tions aforesaid , has had and nmv has the tendeney and capacity to
and does confuse, mislead and deceive members of the public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representa-
tions are true , and to induce them to purchase respondents' courses of
study and instruction in said commerce on account thereof.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and praetices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice

and as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance " dated February 14, 1952 , the
initial decision in the instant matter of I-Iearing Examiner ",Villiam L.
Pack, as set out as follows, became on that date the decision of the
Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM L. PACK , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on October 24 , U)50 , issued and sub-
sequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
named in the caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
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prOVISIOns of that Act. After the filing by respondents of their
answer to the complaint, hearings were held at which testimony and
other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
the complaint were introduced before. the above named hearing
examiner, theretofore duly designated by the Commission, and such
testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came
on for final consideration by the hearing examiner upon the com-
plaint, answer, and testimony and other evidence (counsel having
elected notJo file proposed findings and conclusions for consideration
by the hearing examiner or to argue the matter orally), and the hear-
ing examiner, having duly considered the matter, finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following
findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents, Andrew G. Cholick , A. Lawrence
Cholick and ~ oseph J. Cholick, were , for a number of years immedi-
ately preceding ~1ay 1 , 1951 , engaged in business as copartners under
the name 'Vestern Training Service, with their office and principal
place of business located at 206 Panama Building, Portland, Oregon.
Respondents were engaged in the sale and distribution of courses
of study and instruction intended for preparing students thereof Tor

examination for certain Civil Service positions in the United States
Government , such courses being pursued by correspondence through
the medium of the United States mails. As indicated above, the
business was discontinued in April 1951.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
caused their courses of study and instruction , when sold , to be trans-
ported from their place of business in the State of Oregon to pur-
chasers located in various other States of the United States. During
the period of time in question , respondents maintained a course of
trade in their courses in commerce between and anlong various States
of the United States.

PAR. 3. In promoting the sale of their courses of study and instruc-
tion , respondents used newspaper advertisements and also postal cards
which were mailed to post office box holders and rural route box hold-
ers. \Vhen inquiries were received from prospective students , such
inquiries were referred to traveling sales agents employed by respond-
ents wIlo proceeded to call upon the pro::pe.cts and :::.olicit the purchase
of the courses of study.

One of the principal issues raised by the complaint is whether
respondents have exaggerated and misrepresented the opportunities
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for obtaining positions in the United States Civil Service and whether
respondents have wrongfully represented that persons taking respond-
ents ' courses of study and passing Civil Service examinations were
assured of employment. The postal card used by respondents con-
tained the statement "Men and VVomen vVanted to Prepare for Civil
Service Jobs, Act Now " and the statement "Civil Service, Men
"\Vomen 18 to 50 , J\lany Opportunities. After lIsting numerous posi-
tions in the Civil Service, the card stated that these positions were but
A Few of the Hundreds of Different JGnds of Positions." The card

concluded with the statement "If you want to be ready to fiU one of the
thousands of Government jobs that must be filled frOll1 time to time
due to deaths, retirement, and normal Government expansion, fill in
the attached card and mail at once. "The newspaper advertisements
were in similar vein , stating that there were "thousands" of Govern-
ment positions to be filled. Like the card , the advertisements listed a
number of positions and then stated that there were "J\lany Others to
Choose From." The enrollment agreement which persons purchasing
the courses were asked to sign contained, under the caption "Con-
tinllous Training Until Appointed " the following: "Should I fail to
pass the first examination taken , I am to receive, without further pay-
ment, coaching until I receive my appointment.

Essential1y the same representations .were made to prospective stn.
dents by respondents : sales agents , ,yho stressed the availability of
positions in the Civil Service and in at least some instances represented
that persons purchasing respondents' courses and passing the Civil
Service examinations were assured of appointment to positions.

These representations were unwarranted and mislep,ding. While
numerous vacancies may exist generally in the United States Civil
Service, the taking of respondents ' courses of study and passing a
Civil Service examination does not assure employment, as employment
is subject to veterans ' perferences , the availability of eligibles in vari-
ous Civil Service districts , and other conditions. J\foreover, examina-
tions for numerous positions listed in respondents' advertising material
may not be called for several years, and even though a student takes
and passes an examination and his name is placed upon the eligible
list, an appointment may not be made for a long period of time.
Also, a number of positions are open only to veterans with 10 point
preference.

Respondents also represented , both in their advertising material
and through -their sales agents, that a common school or eighth grade
education is usually sufficient to qualify for and obtain positions in
the Civil Service. This representation was likewise erroneous and
misleading. "\Vhile an eighth grade education may be sufficient for

;;)
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most of the lower grade positions in Civil Service, a high school
education is required for many positions, and still other positions
require additional special training, specific physical qualifications, or
practical experience.

A further representation made in some instances by respondents
sales agents to prospective purchasers was that the agent visited a
given territory only once every two years ahd that unless prospective
students enrolled at the time of the agent's visit, they would have to
wait a period of two years before they would have another opportunity
to enroll. There was no basis in fact for this representation , as pros-

. pective students could enroll for respondents ' courses at any time they
desired .and were not required to wait two years or any other period
of time.

PAR. 4. 'Vhile the complaint contained certain charges in addition
to those discussed above , such additional charges are not sustained by
the record.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of respondents , as described above
have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondents' school
and its courses of study and instruction and with respect to positions
ill the United States Civil Service, and the tendency and capacity to
cause such portion of the public to purchase respondents ' courses as

. a result of the eTroneous and mistaken belief so engendered.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents as hereinabove set out are all
to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in conunerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

ORDER

It is o1'de'r'ed That the respondents Andrew G. Cholick, A.
Lawrence Cholick and Joseph J. Cholick, individually and as co-

partners trading under the name 'Vestern Training Service, or under
any other name, and their representatives, agents and employees

directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering for sale , sale and distribution in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of courses of study
and instruction, do forthwith cease and desist from representing,
directly or by implication:

1. That persons completing respondents ' courses and passing a Civil
Service examination are assured of positions in the United States
Civil Service.
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2. That an eighth grade education is usually sufficient to qualify for
find obtain Civil Service positions, unless such representation be

limited to positions in the lower grades.
3. That unless prospective students enroll for respondents ' courses of

study at the time of the visit of respondents ' sales agent they will not
be permitted to enroll for a period of two years or any other specified
period of time. 

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

I t is modered That the respondents herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as re-
quired by said declaratory decision and order of February 14, 1952).
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IN THE l\iATTER OF

HARR Y A. BURCH DOING BUSINESS AS "VESTERN TRAIN-
ING SERVICE AND NATIONAL TRAINING SERVICE

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, .AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914

Docket 5827. Complaint, No.v. 1950-Decision, Peb. 1.4, 1952

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of corre-
spondence courses to prepare students for examillation for certain Qi-

.. 

Service positions-

(a) Falsely represented through statements on printed postal cards, circulars,
newspapers, and other adyertising media , and through sales agents and a
sales guide with which he supplied them, that his school was a branch of,
or connected with , the Government or the Civil Service Commission;

(b) Represented that many positions were vacant, that men and women were
needed to fill such vacancies, and that such positions might be obtained
through his school; and

(c) Represented as aforesaid , including statelllell ts on postal cards distributed
to holders of rural post office boxes, that men and women were wanted to
prepare for various Civil SerYice examinations, including customs, immigra-
tion and border patrol positions, and tl1rough such statements created the
impression that such postal cards were official announcements of the Civil
Senice Commission;

The facts being that said commission does not advertise for persons to prepare
for examinations or to :fill Government positions; said individual had no
power or authority to place any pel':-;Oll in any Civil Service position; and
while many vacallcies may exist generally in the Civil Service, the taking
of his course of study and the passing' of a Civil Seryice examination would
not assure employment, due to veterans' preferences , availability of eli-
gibles in different Civil Service districts, and other contingencies;

(d) Falsely represented that the remuneration in Civil Service positions was
better than the average salaries or W:lges obtainable in comparable positions
in private industry; and

Where said individual, engaged as aforesaid-
(e) Represented through his said traveling sales agents, that an eighth grade

education was sufficient to qualify for and obtain the positions concerned;
the fact being that while such an education may suffice for most of the lower
grade positions, a high school education is required for many, and still
others require additional special training, specific physical qualifications, or
practical experience;

(f) Falsely represented that persons employed in the United States Civil Service
are pensioned on two-thirds of their salaries; the facts being that the
amount of retirement paid depends in each case upon the length of service
and other factors;

(g) Falsely represented that unless students enrolled at the time of the sales

agent' s visit they would not be permitted to enroll for a period of two years;
when in fact they were free to enroll at any time;
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(h) In certain instances furthered the false implication that said school was
connected with or authorized by the Government and that such agents had
some official capacity or authority, through exhibiting to prospective pur-
chasers a book entitled "Reference Manual of Government Positions ; and

(i) Represented falsely that it was necessary that prospects take the courses
of study offered in order to qualify for Civil Service positions, and that
such agents were required by the Civil Service to obtain certain preliminary
information for prospects; .

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the belief that such representations were true, and
thereby induce its purchase of said courses of study:

HeW That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were
all to the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce.

vVhile the complaint also raised an issue as to respondent's trade name, National
Training Service, which it charged as misleading in itself as representing
or iniplying a Government connection, and a stipulation of facts contained
a statement to the same effect: there appeared little likelihood that the
name itself, apart from other representations as to Government connection
would be misleading to the public, and it was accordingly concluded that an
order prohibiting its use would not be warranted.

Before 1/11'. liJ1illia1n L. Pack hearing examiner.

Air. lVillimn L. Pe'ncke for the Commission.
. lIla'll1'2ce I(adish of Seattle , 'Vash. , for respondent.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said .A.. , the Federal
Trade Conw1issioll having reason to believe that Harry A. Burch , an
individual , doing business under the names of"\V estern Training Serv-

ice and National Training Service. hereinafter referred to as respond-
ent, has violated the p1'ovisions of the said Act, and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the pnblic interest , hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in
that respect as follmvs: 

PARAGR.c\.PH 1. Respondent. Harry A. Burch, is an iIidividual, trad-
ing and doing business under the names of vVestern Training Service
and National Training Service, with his ofilce and principal place of
business at 1314 East 43rd Street, in the city of Seattle and State of"\Yashington. 

PAR. 2. For more than two ye,ars last past, respondent has been and
is now engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States of courses of study and
instruction intended for preparing students thereof for examination
for certain Civil Service positions under the United States Govern-
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ment, which said eOUl'ses are pursued by correspondence through the
medium of the United States mails. Respondent, in the course and
conduct of said business, causes his f-;aid courses of study and instruc-
tion to be transported fronl his said place of business in the State of
\Vashington to , into and through States of the United States other
than \Vashington to the purchasel's thereof in such other States.
There has been at all times mentioned herein a course of trade in said
courses of instruction so sold and distributed by respondent in com-
merce between and among the various States of the United States , and
said course of trade has been and is , substantial.

PAR. 3. In connection with the sale of said eourses of study and in-
struction respondent has made and i:3 making use of printed advertis-
ing matter distributed to prospective students thrOlighout the central
and western States , and of advertisements in newspapers circulated in
said States, in and by which numerous representations have been and
are made in regard to said courses of study and matters and things
connected therewith. Typical of snch representations are the fol-
lowing:

CIVIL SERVI CE JOBS

(~IEN AND WOMEN 18 TO 50)

Offer YOU: Better than average pay! PERMA~ENT SECUHITY! AU~rO-
1\:1A'1' IC PAY INCREASES!! AUTOMATIC PROMOTIONS! '1'WO WEEKS
on MORE ANNUAL VACATION WITH PAY! AJ.,NUAL SICK LEAVE 'VITH
PAY! 40-HOlTR 'YEEK! TEN PER CDX'l' EXTRA FOR NIGHT WORK!
HIGH RE'rIRED PAY AS LO~G AS YOU LIVE WHEX YOU REACH RETIRI~-
MENT AGE! The above advantages go with all jobs in the PERMANENT CL.A:S.
SIFIED CIVIL SERVICE. '1'0 be able to get one of these jobs you must PASS

. CIVIL SERVICE COMPETITIVE EXAMINA'I'ION. '1'RAINING YOU TO
PASS THESE EXAMINATIONS IS OFR BUSINESS!!! Time required is
short. The COST IS LOW! The TER~lS ARE EASY!

WESTERN TRAINING SERVICE

MEN
and

WOMEN
WANTED

RURAL STAR ROUTE

POST OFFICE BOXHOLDER
LOCAL

AGES 18 to 

To Prepare For

- CIVIL SERVICE JOBS

GOOD SALARIES &
PERMANENT JOBS

FOR LIFE
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:MEN
and

WOl\IEN
tV ANTED

Ages-1S-
TO PREPARE FOR

CIVIL SERVICE EXAl\IINATIOXS
Railway Postal Clerk-Po O. Cieri;: , Carriers-
Customi;- Imll1igra tion- Internal Revenue-
Clerks, Inspectors-Border Patrol Contact

Represen ta ti yes
CIVIL SERVICE OFFERS: Permanent Employ-

ment. Promotions , Vacations, SiC'k

Leave, Pensions

MFNI CIP AL- ST ATE-FEDERAL
For full details find qualifications, fill in
completely, detach and mail attached 110St card
AT ONCE-No Postage Necessary.

PAR. 4. By means of the foregoing statements and representations
and others to the same effect not herein set out and by the use of
the trade name National Training Service, respondent represents and
implies that his said school is a branch of or connected with the
United States Government or the U. S. Civil Service Commission;
that many positions in the United States Civil Service, including
those specifically named in saiel advertisements are vacant, that men
and women are needed to fill said vacancies and that said positions
may be obtained through respondent's "\Vestern Training Service or 
N ational Training Service; that men and women are wanted by the
United States Government to prepare for civil service positions; and
that the, remuneration in civil service is better than the average wages
pai(1 in comparable jobs.

PAR. 5. Respondent furnished his salesmen with a so-called "Sales
Guide" containing suggestions and directions for conducting inter-
views with prospective purchasers of said course. Among the state-
ments directed by respondent to be made as aforesaid are the
foJlowing:

~lr. Doe, you wrote ill about Civil Senice . . . 'Ibe reason that I l1ave called
to talk to ~'ou about Chon Sen-ice is that you could have but one arm or a
leg find we would not know anything about it. . . There are a few personal
quf'stions I have to nsl;: you. I do not like to, but it is required by the Civil
Preparation ~ervice . . . -if you cannot pass us, you could not pass the
government. . .

I am going to give you a little Civil Senice to see holv ~'OU would mal;:e out. 

. .

In CiviJ Service no one knows how high they can go . . . At the time of retire-
ment, . . . they say "You have done your work well , Go home find we will pay
yon just the same, and that is two- thirds of your pay the rest of your life

" . . 

The very important part nbout our qualifications are selecting people who
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have a decisive mind. This is the last call I can make for a period of two
years. . .

By means of said sales talk and other oral statenlents and representa-
tions made by his sales age11ts, respondent represents and implies
to prospective students and purchasers of his said courses of instruc-
tion that said ",Vestern Training Service and National Training Serv-

ice are connected with the United States Government or the United
States Civil Service Commission in some official capacity; that 
enrollees pursue and complete respondent's course of study, they will
be assured of a job in the U. S. Civil Service and that it is necessary
to take said course of instruction in order to qualify therefor, and that
said salesmen are required by the Civil Service to obtain preliminary
information; that many vacancies exist in the U. S. Civil Service and
that respondent can place his students in such positions; that an
eighth grade education is sufficient to qualify for and obtain most of
said positions; that persons employed in the United States Civil
Service are pensioned on two-thirds of their salary; and that unless
students enroll at ithe time of the salesman s visit, they will not be able
to do so for a period of two years.

Through statements on postal cards distributed to holders of rural
newspaper and post office boxes respondent represents that men and
women are wanted to prepare for civil service examinations, including
customs , immigration and border patrol positions, which statements
coupled with the trade name National Training Service, create the
impression that said cards are official announcements of the U. S. Civil
Service Commission.

By means of exhibiting a book entitled "Reference :Manual of Gov-
ernment Positions " to prospective purchasers, respondent's salesmen
further the impression and implicntion that respondent's school is
connected with , or authorized by the United States Government and
that said salesmen are clothed with some official capacity or authority.

PAR. 6. All of said statements, representations and implications are
grossly exaggerated , false and misleading. In truth and in fact , there
is no connection whatsoever between the respOlident or his salesmen
and the United States Government or any agency thereof. The United
States Civil Service Commission doef; not advertise for men and women
to prepare for civil service examinations or to fill Government posi-
tions. Respondent has no po,ver or authority to place any person 
any ci~il service position. Neither l'espondent nor his salesmen have
been authorized by any Government agency to qualify applicants for
civil service examinations or positions, or obtain preliminary data. 
is not necessary to purchase respondent's courses of instruction in
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order to take civil service examinations and obtain positions in civil
serVIce.

"\Vhile many vacancies may exist generally in the U. S. Civil Service
the taking of respondent's course of study and passing an examina-
tion does not assure immediate employment, for the reason that such
employment is subject to veterans ' preferences , the availability of
eligibles in various civil service districts, and other conditions. :More-
over, examinations for numerous positions listed in respondents s sales,
literature may not be called for several years, and even if a student
takes and passes an examination and his name is placed upon the
eligible list , an appointment may not be made for a long time; and 
number of positions are open only to ten-point veterans. vVhile an
eighth grade education may be sufficient for most of the lower grades
a high school education is required for many positions, and still other.
positions require additional special training, specific physical qualifi-
cations or practical experience.

The wages and salaries paid to Civil Service employees are not
higher than the average wages and salaries pre-vailing for comparable
positions in private industry. U. S. Civil Service elnployees are not
pensioned at two-thirds of their salaries , the amount of retirement pay-
depending in each case upon the length of service and other specific-
provisions pertaining to the retirement of Government employees.

If prospective purchasers of said courses of study do not decide to
enroll at the time they are solicited by respondent' s salesmen , they may
enroll at any time subseque.nt to such visit and are not required to wait
for a return visit by said salesmen two years after the first call.

Respondent' s use of the name National Training Service in connec-
tion with the sale of courses of study for U. S. Civil Service examina-
tions , creates the impression and implication that said National Train-
ing Service is connected with or a part of the U. S. Civil Service. 
truth and in fact, it is a private business, operated for profit by re.,
spondent.

PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the statements and representations-
aforesaid , has had and now has the tendency and capacity to and does
confuse , mislead and deceive members of the public into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true
and to induce them to purchase respondent's courses of study and in-
struetioll in said commerce on account thereof.

PAR. 8. Th~ aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute.
unfair and deceptive acts and practjces in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and
as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance " dated February 14, 1952, the
initial decision in the instant matter of Hearing Examiner 1Villiam
L. Pack, as set out as follows, became on that date the decision of the
Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAl\f L. PACT\. HEARING K~AMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on November 2, 1950', issued and sub-
sequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent
Harry A. Burch , individually and doing business under the names
1Vestern Training Service and National Training Service, charging
him with the use of unfair and deceptive nets and practices in com-
merce in violation of the provisionE of that ~\..ct. After the filing by
respondent of his answer to the complaint a hearing was held before
the above-named hearing examiner, theretofore duly designated by
the Commission , at which hearing iT stipulation of facts was entered
into between counsel supporting the complaint and counsel for re-
spondent, and certain testimony and other evidence were also intro-
duced at the hearing. Such stipulation , testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. There-
after the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by the
hearing examiner upon the complaint, answer, stipulation of facts,
(such stipulation having been approved by the hearing examiner) and
testimony and other evidence (counsel having elected not to file pro-
posed findings and conclusions for consideration by the hearing ex-
aminer or to argue the matter orally), and the hearing examiner, hav-
ing duly considered the matter, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts
conclusion drawn therefrom and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P ARAGRA.PH 1. The respondent, Harry A. Burch , is an individual
trading and doing business under the name National Training Serv-
ice, with his office and principal place of business located at 1314 East
43rd Street, Seattle , 1Vashington. Respondent formerly used also
the trade name1V estern Training Service, the llse of this llnme having
been discontinued by him some two years ago. Respondent is now
and for a number of years last past has been , engaged in the sale and
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distribution of courses of study and instruction intended for prepar-
ing students thereof for examination for certain Civil Service posi-
tions in the United States Government, such courses being pursued
by correspondence through the medium of the United States mails.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business respondent causes
and has caused his courses of study and instruc~ion, when sold , to: be

transported from his place of business in the State of "\Vashington to
purchasers located in various other States of the United States. Re-
spondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade in such

courses in commerce between and among various States of the United
States.

PAR. 3. Inpromoting the sale of his course of study and instruction
respondent makes use of printed postal cards, circulars and other ad-
vertising media and also of advertisements inserted in newspapers, all
of which are disseillinated among prospective purchasers. By means
of various statements appearing in such advertising material, re-

spondent represents that his school is a branch of or is connected with
the United States Government or the United States Civil Service
Commission; that many positions in the United States Civil Service
including certain postions specifically named in such advertising mate-
rial , are vacant, that lnen and women are needed to fill such vaeancies
find that such positions may be obtained through respondent' s school;
that inen and women are wanted' by the United States Government to
prepare for Civil Service positions; and that the remuneration in Civil
Serviee positions is better than the average salaries or wages obtain-
able in comparable positions in private industry.

Respondent alsO' uses traveling sales agents to contact prospective
students and sueh agents are supplied by respondent with a sales guide
whieh eontains suggestions and instructions for conducting interviews
with prospects. Through the use of such sales guide and of other
statements made by his sales agents , respondent represents to prospec-
tive students that his school is eonnected with the United States Gov-
ernment of the United States Civil Service Commission in some offi-
cial eapacity; that if enrollees pursue and complete respondent'
courses of study they will be assured of a position in the United States
Civil Service, and that it is necessary that prospeets take such eourses
nf study in order to qualify for such positions; that such sales agents
are required by the United States Civil Serviee to obtain cBrtain pre-
liminary information from prospects; that many vacancies exist in
the United States Civil Service., and that respondent can place his
students in sueh positions; that an eighth grade edueation is sufficient
to qualify for and obtain most of such positions; that persons employed
in the United States Civil Service are pensioped on two- thirds of their

213840-54-
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salary; and that unless students enroll at the time of the sales agent'
visit they will not be permitted to e.nroll for a period of two years.

By means of statements ~1 postal cards distributed to holders of
rural post office boxes, respondent further represents that men and
women are wanted to prepare for various Civil Service examinations
including customs, immigration and border patrol positions, and such
statements create the impression that such postal cards are official
announcements of the United States Civil Service Commission.

By exhibiting to prospective purchasers a book entitled "Reference
:Manual of Government Positions " respondent's sales agents have. in
certain instances furthered the impression and implication that re-
spondent' s school is connected with or authorized by the United States
Government and that such sales agents have some official capacity orauthority. '

PAR. 4. All of these representations are erl'OneOlls and misleading.
Respondent and his sales agents have no connection whatever with
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The United
States Civil Service Commission does not advertise for persons to
prepare for Civil Service examinntioJls or to fill Government positions.
Respondent has no power or authority to place any person in any
Civil Service position. Neither respondent nor his snJesmen have
been authorized by any Government agoney to qualify applicants for
Civil Service examinations or positions or to obtain preliminai'y or
other data from such persons. It is not necessary to purchase re-
spondent' s courses of study in order to take Civil Service examinations
and obtain Civil Service positions.

'Vhile many vacaneies may exist generally in the Uniteel States Civil
Serviee, the taking of respondent's course of study and passing 
Civil Service examination does not assure employment , as employment
is subject to veterans ' preferenees , the availability of eligibles in vari-
ous Civil Service districts, and other conditions. :Moreover , exami-
nations for numerous positions listed in respondent's sales literature
may not be ealled for several years, and even if a student takes and
passes an examination and his name is placed upon the eligible list
an appointment may not be made Jor a long period of time , and a
number of positions are open only to veterans with ten-point. prefer-
enee. ",Vhile un eighth grade edueation may be sufficient for most of
the lower grade positions in Civil Serviee, a high school education
is required for many positions, and still other positions require addi-
tional special training, speeific physical qualifieations, or practicalexperIence. 

Salaries and wages paid Civil Service employees are not higher than
the average salaries and wages prevailing in eomparable positions in
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private indl,lstry. Civil Service employees are not pensioned at two"'
thirds of their salary, the amount of retirement pay depending, in
each case, upon the length of service and other specific provisions
pertaining to the retirement of Government employees.

If prospective purchasers of respondent's courses of study do not
decide to enroll at the time they are solicited by respondent' s salesman
they may enroll at any time subsequent to such visit and are not
required to wait two years or any other period of time.

PAR. 5. The acts and practices of respondent, as described above
have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondent's school
and its courses of study and instruction and with respect to positions
in the United States Civil Service, and have the tendency and capacity
to cause such portion of the public to purchase respondent's courses
as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered.

CONCLUSIONS

The acts and practices or respondent, as hereinabove set out, are all
to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

The complaint also raises an issue as to respondent's trade name
National Training Service, charging that the name itself is mislead-
ing as representing or implying that the school is connected with th8
United States Government. While the stipulation of facts contains
a. statement to the same effect, the hearing examiner questions whether
such position is sound. There would appear to be little likelihood that
the name itself, apart from other representations as to Government
connection, would be misleading to the public. It is therefore con-
cluded that an order prohibiting the use. of the trade name would not
be warranted.

ORDER

I t is orde'l' That the respondent, Harry A. Burch , individuaIly
and doing business under the names vVestern Training Service and
National Training Service or any other name , and hiS' representatives
agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in
commerce, as- commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, of courses of study and instruction , do forthwith cease and desist
from representing, directly or by implication:

1. That respondent's school has any connection with the United
States Government or any agency thereof.
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2. That persons completing respondent's courses are assured of
positions in the United States Civil Service, or that it is necessary that
persons take such courses in order to qualify for such positions.

3. That salaries or wages obtainable in Civil Service positions are
higher than those obtainable in comparable positions in privateindustry. 

4. That respondent's sales agents are authorizecr by the United
States Civil Service Conlillission to obtain any information from pur-
chasers or prospective purchasers of resl)ondent's courses', or that such
sales agents have any eonnection whatever .with said Commission.

5. That an eighth grade education is sufficient to qualify for and
obtain most Civil Service positions , unless such representation 
limited to positions in the lower grades.

6. That persons employed in the United States Civil Service receive
pensions or retirement allllli.ities amounting to two-thirds of their
salary.

7. That unless prospective students enroll for respondent's courses

at the time of the visit of respondent's sales agent they .will not be
permitted to enroll for a period of two years or any other specified
period of time.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF CO~IPLIANCE

I t is ol'del'ed That the respondent herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
whieh they have eomplied with the order to cease and desist (as re-
quired by said dec1aratory decision and order of Febr'uary 14 , 1952).
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IN THE J\fATTER OF

RENE D. LYON CONIP ANY, INC. ET AL.

MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 5859. OJ' der , February14, 1952

Order modifying prior order of Commission of September 20 , 1951, at page 313,

supra" in the public interest so as to prohibit adequately "a continuation of
the unlawful acts and practices" there set forth; and

To require respondents, etc. ; in connection with the offer , etc., of watch or
wrist bands or similar products of foreign origin , in commerce , to cease ana
desist from offering the same without clearly and conspicuously disclosing
the country of their origin , etc. as in the order specified.

Beforellf r. lVeoster Ballinger hearing examiner.

iliT. TVilliam L. Taggart for the Commission.

ORDER REOPENIKG PROCEEDING AND J\10DIFYING ORDER TO CEASE AND

DESIST

The Commission , on its own motion , having reconsidered its decision
of September 20 , 1951 , in this matter, and it appearing that the order
to cease and desist in said de,cision is inadequate to prohibit a con-
tinuation of the unlawful acts and practices set forth in the findings as
to the facts in said decision and that the public interest may require
that this proceeding be reopened and said order to cease and desist
modified; and the Commission having issued its rule to show cause
why the proceeding should not be reopened and the order to cease and
desist modified in the respects indicated therein, and no reasons hav-
ing been presented as to why the public interest does not require that
this proceeding be reopened and the order to cease and desist modified;
and

The Commission having duly considered the matter and being of
the opinion that the public interest requires that this proceeding be

reopened and the order to cease and desist modified:
t is opcleped That this proceeding be , and it hereby is , reopened for

the purpose of modifying the order to cease and desist previously
entered herein.

1 t is fll.rther ordered That said order to cease and desist be, and it
hereby is , modified to read as follows:
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MODIFIED ORDER

It is ordered That the respondents, Rene D. Lyon Company, Inc.
a corporation, its officers, and Rene D. Lyon and Donald A. Lyon
individually, and their respective representatives, agents, and em-
ployees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in con-
nection with the offering for sale, sale , and distribution of watch or
wrist bands or similar products, of foreign origin, in commerce as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do

forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Offering for sale or selling said products without clearly and

conspicuously disclosing thereon or in immediate connection there-
with the country of origin of such products.

2. Representing in any n1anner that said products are of domestic
man ufacture.

It is further orde'l' That the respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

DUON, INCORPORATED AND DONALD H. MILLER

COMPLAINT, SETTLEMENT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE AL-
LEGED VIOLATION: OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT.
26, 1914 AND OF SEC. 3 OF AN ACT APPROVED OCT. 15, 1014

Docket 5933. Complaint, Oct. 26, 1951-Decision, Feb. 14, 195~

Where a corporation and its president, engaged in the manufacture and com-
petitive interstate sale and distribution of shampoos and other cosmetic
preparations, particularly "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo

, "

Criterion Creme
Shampoo , and "Custombuilt Creme , through some two hundred jobbers
to professional beauty shops and operators, primarily;

(a) Made and imposed conditions, agreements and understandings that its
jobbers, distributors and other parties would not sell, handle or other-
wise distribute creme shampoos made and sold by its competitors; and
in order to enforce such conditions and their objectives-

(b) Required jobbers, by coercive and intimidating means, to purchase and

deal in shampoos and cosmetic preparations made and sold by it;
(c) Policed the sales and activities of jobbers through an identifying code

placed upon its pl oducts ordered by each , and investigated and checked sales
made by them;

(d) Refused or threatened to refuse shipments of its products to jobbers unless
they refrained from selling certain shampoos and cosmetic preparations
produced and sold by its competitors; 

(e) Refused or threatened . to refuse sale of its "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo
and at times other cosmetic preparations, unless and until such jobbers
bought or agreed to bu~" certain other products made and sold by it, or
unless and until, they purchased through it certain advertising material,
viz., calendars;

(f) Refused to fill orders placed with it by certain of its jobbers when it was
discovered that they had sold shampoo and other cosmetic preparatons

made by its competitors; and,
(g) Refused or threatened to refuse shipment of its products to jobbers who

sub-jobbed or sold its products to jobbers with whom it did not deal directly,
because latter dealt in products produced or sold by its competitors;

Which acts, practices and methods lessened competition; prevented its jobbers
Dr distributors from receiving the benefits to be derived from purchasing

and selling competitive products sought and purchased from other sources

by customers of said jobbers; precluded manufacturing competitors from
selling certain of their products to purchasers of said corporation s products;
and precluded jobbers and distributors of its products who did not agree
to purchase and sell the same exclusively, from purchasing and selling

such products; and had the capacity and tendency so to do; to the prej-
udice of the public; and

With the result that the further effect of aforesaid sales and contracts for
sale on the aforesaid conditions, agreements and understandings might
be to substantially lessen competition in the line of commerce in which

said corporation and individual were engaged , and in that in which th~
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customers and purchasers of said corporation s products were engaged;

and tend to create a monopoly in said corporation in the manufacture and
sale of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations:

Held , That the aforesaid acts constituted a violation of Section 5 of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act, and Section 3 of the Clayton Act.

. Before Mr. J. Ea1'l Cow hearing examiner.

Mr. Lynn O. Paulson and 1,/1'. Joseph J. Gercke for the Commission.
Loftin, Anderson, Scott, 11/ cOa1,thy Preston of l\fiami. Fla. , for

respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
(52 Stat. 111; 15 U. S. C. A. , See. 45) and of "An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes " commonly known as the Clayton Act (15 U. S. C. A.
Sec. 14), and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Acts , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Duon , Inc.
a corporation , and Donald H. :Miller, an individual, hereinafter re-
ferred to as respondents , haye violated the provisions of the afore-
mentioned Fede-ral Trade Commission Act and of Section 3 of the
aforementioned Cbyton Act, in commerce , as "commerce" is defined
in said Acts, and it appearing to said Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be to the public interest , hereby issues
its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:

0 ownt I

Federal TTade, Commission Act Charges

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Duon , Inc. , is a corporation duly organ-
ized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Ohio and has its main office and princ.ipal place of business at Coral
Gables, Florida. This respondent also o"\vns and maintains a plant
for the manufacture of its products at Dayton , Ohio.

Respondent. Donald H. l\1iller is president of Duon , Inc.. , and is
now , and has been during the times herein mentioned , in active direc-
tion and c.ontrol of the policies and operations of respondent corpora-
tion , and in all things hereinabove and hereinafter alleged has been
and is now aeting on behalf of , with and through said respondent
corpora.tion. Respondent Donald H. :Miller has his office and prin-
cipal plac.e of business at Coral Gables , Florida.

PAR. 2. Respondent , Duoll , Inc. , is now , and for more than three
years last. past, has been engaged in the manufac.ture of shampoos
and other cosmetic preparations, chief among whic.h are pro duets
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bearing the trade names "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo

" "

Criterion
Creme Shampoo " and "Custombilt Creme " and in the sale thereof
to and through jobbers to professional beauty shops and operators
primarily. Said jobbers, beauty shops and operators are located
throughout the several States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia. Said products when sold as aforesaid, are trans:.
ported from the place of manufacture at Duon , Inc. , plantjn Dayton
Ohio , to the purchasers thereof located in States other than the place
of manufacture of said products, and there is now and has been for
more than three years last past a constant current of trade and com-
merce in said products between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business , as hereinafter
and hereinbefore described , said respondent, Duon, Inc. , has been for
more than three years last past, and is now , in competition in the sale
of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States, and in the District of
Columbia , with other manufacturers and distributors of shampoos
and other cosmetic preparations. Sales were made in various States
through some two hundred jobbers for use, consumption and resale
within the United States. Respondent's total sales in 1949 were in
excess of $350 000.

PAR. 4. For more than three years last past, and continuing to the
present time , respondent Duon , Inc. , in the sale of and in connection
with the sale of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations to and
through jobbers, distributors and other parties, has been making and
imposing conditions , agreements and understandings that said jobbers
distributors and other parties would not sell, handle or otherwise
distribute creme shampoos manufactured and sold by competitors ofsaid respondent. 

PAR. 5. Among such conditions, understandings and agreements
but not limited thereto , or in order to effectuate, enforce and carry out
such conditions , agreements and understandings referred to in Para-
graph Four above , and the purposes and objectives thereof , respond-
ents have done and are doing the following acts , practices and things
among others:

1. Have required and are requiring jobbers , by coercive and intimi-
dating means , to purchase and deal in shampoos and cosmetic prepara-
tions manufactured and sold by respondents.

2. Have policed and are policing the sales and activities of jobbers
by means of an identifying code placed upon respondents ' products
ordered by each jobber, and have ilwestigated and are investigating
and checking sales made by said jobbers.
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3. Have refused and are refusing) or threatening to reruse, ship-
ments of their products to jobbers unless said jobbers rerrain from
selling certain shampoos and cosmetic preparations produced and sold
by competitors of respondents.

4. Have refused and are refusing, or threatening to refuse, sale or
their product "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo " and at times other cos-
metic preparations unless and until said jobbers buy _or agree to buy
certain other products manufactured and sold by respondents, or
unless and until said jobbers purchase through respondents certain
advertising material, viz. , calendars.

5. Have refused and are refusing to fill orders placed with re-
spondents by certain or their jobbers when said jobbers are discovered
to have sold shampoos and other cosmetic preparations manufactured
by competitors of respondents.

6. Have refused and are refusing, or threatening to refuse, ship-
ment of their products to jobbers who sub-job or sell respondents
products to jobbers with whom respondents do not deal directly be-
cause said jobbers deal in products produced or sold by competitors
of respondent Duon , Inc.

PAR. 6. The acts, practices and methods hereinabove set forth 
Paragraphs Four and Five are all to the prejudice of the public;
have the capacity and tendency to lessen and do lessen competition;
tend to prevent and do prevent the jobbers or distributors of said
respondents fronl receiving the benefits to be derived from purchas-
ing and selling competitive products sought by and purchased from
other sources by customers of said jobbers; tend to preclude and do
preclude manufacturing competitors of shampoos and other cosmetic
preparations from selling certain of their products to purchasers of
respondents ' products , and of precluding jobbers and distributors
of respondents ' products , who do not agree to purchase and sell re-
spondents' products exclusively, from purchasing and selling respond-
ents' products; and constitute unfair methods of competition and
unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U. S. C~ A. , Sec. 45).

0 ount II

Clayton Act Charges

PARAG~APH 1. Paragraphs One to Five, inclusive, of Count I hereof
are hereby adopted and made a part of this Count as fully and with
the same effect as though here set forth.

PAR. 2. The acts , practices and methods hereinabove set forth 
Paragraphs Four and Five tend to prevent and do prevent the job-
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bers or distributors of said respondents from receiving the benefits
to be derived from purchasing and selling competitive products sought
by and purchased from other sources by customers of said jobbers;
tend to preclude and do preclude manufacturing competitors of sham-
poos and other cosmetic preparations from selling certain of their
products to purchasers of respondents ' products , and of precluding
jobbers and distributors of respondents' produCts who do not agree
to purchase and sell respondents' products exclusively, frOlll pur-
chasing and selling respondents ' products.

PAR. 3. The further effect of such sales and contracts for sale 
such conditions, agreements and understandings, may be to substan-
tially lessen competition in the line of commerce in which the re-
spondents are engaged and in the line of commerce in which the
customers and purchasers of respondents' products are engaged; and
tend to create a monopoly in respondents in the manufacture and
sale of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations in the manufacture
and sale of which respondents have been and now are engaged.

PAR. 4. The aforesaid acts of respondents constitute a violation of
the provisions of Section 3 of the hereinabove mentioned Act of

Congress entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against un-
lawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes " approved
October 15 , 1914 (the Clayton Act).

CONSENT SETTLEMENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(52 Stat. 111; 15 U. S. C. A. , Sec. 45) and of "An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other pnrp08es " commonly known as the Clayton Act (15 U. S. C. A.
Sec. 14), the Federal Trade Commission on October 26, 1951 , issued
and subseqnentJy served its complaint on the respondents named in
the caption hereof , charging them with the use of unfair methods of
competition in violation of the provisions of said Federal Trade Com-
mission Act and with violation of the provisions of section 3 of the
aforementioned Clayton Act.

The respondents, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by
the consent settlement procedure provided for in Rule V of the Com-
mission s Rules of Practice, solely for the purposes of this proceeding,

1 The Commission s "Notice" announcing and' promulgating the consent settlement as
published herewith , follow a :

The consent settlement tendered by the parties in this proceeding, a copy of which Is
served herewith, was accepted by the Commission on February 14, 1952, and ordered

entered of record as the Commission s findings as to the facts, conclusion , and order in
aisposition of this proceeding.

,The time for filing report of compliance pursuant to the aforesaid' order runs from,
the elate of service hereof.
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any review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to
and conditioned upon the Commission s acceptance of the consent set-
tlement hereinafter set forth, and in lieu of the answer to said COlll-
plaint heretofore filed , and which upon acceptance by the Commission
of this settlement, is to be withdrawn from the record, hereby: 

1. Admit all the jurisdictional allegations set forth in the complaint.
2. Consent that the Commission may enter the matters hereinafter

set forth as its findings as to the fads, conc1usion and order to cease
and desist. It is understood that the respondents in consenting to the
Commission s entry of said findings as to the facts, conc1usion and
order to cease and desist, specifically refrain from admitting or deny-
ing that they have engaged in any of the acts or practices stated

therein to be in violation of law.

, 3. Agree that this consent settlement may be set aside in "hole or
in part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph
(f) of Rule V of the Commission s Rllles of Practice. 

The admitted jurisdictional facts, the. statement of the acts and
practices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful
the conc1usion based thereon, and the order to cease and desist, all
of which the respondents c.onsent may be entered herein, in final
disposition of this proceeding, are as :Eollows :

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent: Duon1 Incorporated, is a corporation
duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Ohio , and has its main office and principal place of business
at Coral Gables, Florida. This respondent also owns and maintains
a plant for the manufacture of its products at Dayton , Ohio.

Respondent Donald H. ~iiller is president of Duon , Incorporated
and as. officer of Duon , Incorporated, has his office and principal place
of business at Coral Gables , Florida.

PAR. 2. Respondent Duon , Incorporated, is now and for more than
three years last past has been engaged in the manufacture of shampoos
and other cosmetic preparations, chief among whic.h are products
bearing the trade names "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo , Criterion Creme
Shampoo and Custombilt Creme " and in the sale thereof to and
through jobbers to professional beauty shops and operators primarily.
. PAR. 3. Respondent Duon , Incorporated , is engaged in interstate
commerce in the sale or distribution of shampoos and other cosmetic
preparations to jobbers and other purc.hasers located throughout the
United States. In the course of its aforesaid sale and distribution
of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations respondent, Duon In-
corporated , has shipped and does ship such products to the respective
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places of business of its customers located at various points in the

United States or in the District of Columbia other than the State
of Ol'igin of such shipments. Respondent Donald H. Miller has ex-
ercised and is exercising active direction and control of the policies
and operations of respondent Duon , Incorporated , in interstate con1-

merce, as heretofore and hereinafter set forth.
PAn. 4. In the course and conduct of its said business , ashereinafter

and hereinbefore described , said respondent, Duon , Incorporated, has
been for more than three years last past, and is now , in competition
in the sale of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States, and in the
District of Columbia, with other manufacturers and distributors of
shampoos and other cosmetic preparations. Sales were made in
various States through some two hundred jobbers for use, consumption
and resale within the United States. Respondent Duon s Incorpo-
rated , total sales in 19-19 were in excess of $350 000.

PAR. 5. For more than three years last past, and continuing to the
present time, respondent Duon , Incorporated, in the sale of and in
eonneciion ,yith the sale of shampoos and other cosmetic prepartions.
to and through jobbers , distributors and other parties, has been making
and imposing conditions , agreements and understandings that said
jobbers , distributors and other parties would not sell , handle or other-
wise distribute creme shampoos manufactured and sold by competitors
of said respondent.

PAR. O. Among such conditions, understandings and agreements
but not limited thereto , or in order to effectuate , enforce and carry
out such conditions, agreements and understandings referred to 

Paragraph Five aboye , and the purposes and objectives thereof , re-
spondei1ts have done and are doing the following acts , practices and
things, among others:

1. Have required and are requiring jobbers , by coercive and in-
timidating means, to purchase and deal in shampoos and cosmetic
preparations manufactured and sold by respondent, Duon, Incorpo-
rated.

2. Have policed and are policing the sales and activities of jobbers
by means of an identifying code placed upon respondent Duon
Ineorporated , products ordered by each jobber, and have investigated
and are investigating and checking sales made by said jobbers.

3. Have refused and a re refusing or threatening to refuse, shi p-
ments of Duon , Incorporated , products to jobbers unless said job-
bers refrain from selling certain shampoos and cosmetic prepara-
tions produced and sold by eOl11petitors of respondent Duon, Incor-
porated.
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4. Have refused and are refusing, or threatening to refuse, sale
of Duon , Incorporated, product "Vita Fluff Creme Shampoo " and
at times other cosmetic preparations unless and until said jobbers
buy or agree to buy certain other products manufactured and sold by
respondent Duon, Incorporated , or unless and until said jobbers pur-
chase through respondent, Duon , Incorporated, certain advertising

material , viz., calendars. .
5. Have refused and are refusing to fill orders placed with re-

spondent Duon , Incorporated, by certain of its jobbers when said
jobbers are discovered to have sold shampoos and other cosmetic
preparations manufactured by competitors of respondent Duon, In-
corporated.

6. Have refused and are refusing, or threatening to refuse, ship-
ment of Duon , Incorporated, products to jobbers who sub-job or
sell respondent Duon , Incorporated , products to jobbers with whom
respondent Duon, Incorporated, does not deal directly because said
jobbers deal in products produced or sold by competitors of respond-
,ent, Duon , Incorporated.

PAR. 7. The acts, practices and methods hereinabove set forth 
Parag~aphs Five and Six are all to the prejudice of the public; have
the capacity and tendency to lessen and do lessen competition; tend
to prevent and do prevent the jobbers or distributors of said re-
spondent Duon , Incorporated, from receiving the benefits to be de-
rived from purchasing and selling competitive products sought and
purchased from other sources by customers of said jobbers; tend to
preclude and do preclude manufacturing competitors of shampoos
and other cosmetic preparations from selling certain of their prod-
ucts to purchasers of respondent Duon , Incorporated, products , and
of precluding jobbers and distributors of respondent Duon , Incor-
porated , products , who do not agree to purchase and sell respondent
Duon , Incorporated , products exclufJively from purchasing and sell-
ing respondent Duon , Incorporated, products.

PAR. 8. The further effect of such sales and contracts for sale on
such conditions , agreements and understandings . as hereinabove set.
forth may be to substantially lessen competition in the line of com-
merce in which the respondents are engaged and in the line of com-
merce in which the customers and purchasers of respondent Duon
Incorporated , products are engaged; and tend to create a monopoly
in respondent Duon , Incorporated , in the manufacture and sale of
shampoos and other cosmetic preparations in the manufacture and
sale of which respondents have been and are now engaged.
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CONCLUSION

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts of respondents constitute a violation of
section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act as amended, and o:e

the provisions of section 3 of the hereinabove mentioned act of Con-

gress entitled

, "

An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful
restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes " approved Octo-

ber 15 , 1D14 (the Clayton Act).

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

I. It is ordered That the respondents, Duon, Incorporated, a cor-
poration, and Donald H. l\1iller, an individual, directly or indirectly,
through the officers , agents, representatives and employees of Duon
Incorporated , or otherwise, in connection with the offering for sale
sale and distribution of shampoos and other cosmetic preparations
in commerce, as Congress has defined " commerce" in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Selling or entering into contracts of sale, or distributing or

entering into contracts for the distribution, of shampoos and other
cosmetic preparations through or with jobbers, distributors or others
on the condition , agreement or understanding that the said jobbers
distributors or others shall not sell or distribute or otherwise deal
in all or certain shampoos and cosmetic preparations manufactured
sold or distributed by competitors of respondent Duon, Ineorporated.

2. Enforcing or continuing in operation or effect any conditions
agreement or understanding in or in connection with any existing sale
or distribution contract, or other arrangement, to the effect that the
purchaser, jobber, distributor or other party to the contract or
arrangement shall not handle, sell , distribute or trade in shampoos
and cosmetic preparations manufactured and distributed by competi-
tors of respondent Duon , Incorporated.

3. Cancelling, or directly or by implication threatening the can-

cellation of any contract or franchise or selling agreement with re-
spondent Duon , Incorporated , jobbers , distributors , or others because
of the failure or refusal of such jobbers , distributors or others to
purchase or deal exclusively in said pl'odnets sold and distributed by
respondent Duon , Incorporated.

4. Refusing or threatening to refuse sale of one or more of respond-
ent Duon s,- Incorporated, products to jobbers or distributors or others
unless or until said jobbers or other parties purchase or agree to pur-
chase through respondent Duon , Incorporated , certain other products
or advertising material , viz. , calendars.
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5. Refusing or threatening to refuse to fill orders placed with re-
spondent Duon , Incorporated , by jobbers or distributors, or others
until and unless said jobbers, distributors or others agree to stop sell-
ing certain or all products produced by respondent Duon , Incor-
porated , competitors.

6. Enforcing or attempting to enforce any policy of requiring deal-
ers in respondent Duon , Incorporated, products to- refrain frOlll
dealing in or handling its competitors: products by refusing or threat-
ening to refuse shipment of respondent Duon , Incorporated , products
to jobbers or distributors because they sub-job respondent Duon
Incorporated , products.

7. Intimidating, coercing or persuading jobbers or distributors
potential jobbers or distributors, or attempting to intimidate, coerce
or persuade jobbers or distributors , 01' potential jobbers or distribu-
tors to sell , handle or deal in respondent Duon , Incorporated , prod-
ucts exclusively by directly or indirectly informing or notifying such
jobbers or distributors, or causing any of them to be informed or
notified that if they sell or otherwise deal in such products of a com-
petitor or competitors of respondent Duon, Incorporated , as are com-
petitive with the products sold and distributed by respondent Duon
Incorporated , they will be refused the opportunity to buy, job or
distribute respondent Duon , Incorporated , products; will not have
their orders for respondent Duon , Incorporated, products filled;
shipment of respondent Duon , Incorporated, products to its cus-
tomers will be refused; they would otherwise be put to a financial or
competitive disadvantage; or by using any like or similar means
method or policy to the same end.

8. Requiring or causing any jobber or distributor, or other dealer
to do any of the acts or engage in any of the practices forbidden by
the foregoing paragraphs of this order.

II. It islwrtlwr ordered That the respondents , Duon , Incorporated
ft corporation , and Donald H. ~liller, an individual , directly or indi-
rectly through the officers , agents , representatives- and employees of
Duon , Incorporated, or otherwise, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale and distribution of shampoos and other cosmetic prepara-
tions in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Act of Congress
entitled, "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful re-
straints and monopolies, and for other purposes " approved October

, 1914 commonly known as the Clayton Act , to forthwith cease and
desist from:

1. Selling or entering into contracts for sale or distributing or enter-
ing into contracts for the distribution of shampoos and other cosmetic
preparations through or with jobbers, distributors or others, on the
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conditioIl agreement orunderstancling that the said jobbers, distribu-
tors or others shall not sell or distribute or otherwise deal in all 
certain shampoos and cosmetic preparations manufactured, sold or
distributed by competitors of respondent Duon , Incorporated.

2. Enforcing or continuing in operation or effect any condition
agreement or understanding in or in connection ',:ith any existing sale
or distribution contract , or other arrangement, to the effect that the
purchaser , jobber, distributor or other party to the contract or ar-
rangement shall not handle , sell , distibute or trade in shampoos and
cosmetic preparations manufactured and distributed by competitors
of respondent Duon , Incorporated.

III. It is fu'J'thc1' oJ'deJ'ecl That the respondents , Duon , Incorpo-
rated , and Donald H. l\Iiller, an individual, shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.

DUON , INCORPORATED

By its President DONALD 1-1. MILLER.

(sgd) Donald H. :Miller
DONALD H. l\1ILLER

(sgd) Donald H. :Mille.r
Date: January 9 , 1952.

LOFTIN , ANDERSON , SCOTT, :MCCARTHY , AND PRESTON
By: (sgd) DANillL P. S. PAUL

AttoT'neys /01' Respondents.

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal
Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this 14th day of
Februarv. 1952.

" ,

213840-54-
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IN THE M.~TTER OF

AR-EX COSMETICS, INC. ETAL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION

OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5411. Complaint, Dec. 27, 1945~Decision, Feb. , 1952

The symbol "RX" is, and for a long time has been , in practically universal use
by physicians as a part of their directions to pharmacists for the fil1ing of
their prescriptions, and it is also used to an extent by pharmacists to indi-
cate that their establishments compound physicians ' prescriptions.

While the Commission was unable to find from the record in the instant matter
that the use by respondents of said symbol in connection with the advertise-
ment and sale of their cosmetics or soap had the capacity or tendency to

. induce the beliefs alleged in the complaint, namely, that "each parcel is
individually compounded in accordance with a specific prescription there-
for , it may well be that the use of said symbol has become so firmly asso-
ciated in the minds of a substantial number of the public with physicians
and their prescriptions that its use in connection with or reference to cos-
metics and , perhaps, other products as well, may have the capacity and
tendency to engender an erroneous belief of some sort concerning the rela-
tionship of a physician to the product.

Where a corporation and the individual who was its president and treasurer
engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of their "Ar- " cosmetics
and soap, including their "Cold Cream

, "

Dry Skin" preparation

, "

Chap
Cream

, "

Deodorant Cream

, "

Face Powder

, "

Indelible Lipstick"

, "

Special
Formula (Non-Permanent) Lipstick"

, "

Creme Rouge

, "

Compact Rouge
Skin Lotion

, "

Cosmetic Hose , and. "Soap for Dry Skin ; in advertising

their said products-
(a) Falsely represented that they were free from all allergens and irritants;

when in fact they contained ingredients which were kown to have caused
allergic reactions, including skin irritations, in some people; 

(b) Falsely represented that their "Cosmetic Hose" was virtuall~T spot-proof
splash-proof and water-proof; and

(c) Falsely and misleadingly represented that their "Special Formula Lipstick"
had been recommended by Consumers Research , on the basis of a statement
in the December 1940 issue of its BulIetin that "lipsticks of the non-perma-
nent variety guaranteed by the distributor to be free from bromo-fiuorescein
compounds, are available from AT-Ex Cosmetics, Inc. 

,~ * *"

With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the mistaken belief that such representations were true, and
into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' said products by
reason thereof:

Held That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth, were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and de-
ceptive practices in commerce.

As respects the charge in the complaint that respondents ' use of the symbol
RX" had long been used on the bending on physicians ' prescriptions, and

;had :become firmly H:ssociated in the minds of many persons with physicians
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prescriptions and as referring to medical preparations: the complaint did

not allege that the belief that respondents ' products were of a " medicinal"
nature was erroneous, nor did the answer aver that they were of such a
nature, but merely denied that such a belief was engendered; and there was
no issue of whether the products were within the somewhat indefinite
category of products of a "medicinal" nature.

As respects the allegation of the complaint that the use by respondents of the
symbol "RX" constituted a misleading representation that "each parcel is
individually compounded in accordance with specific prescription there-
for , the Commission noted that cosmetics and soap are usual articles of
merchandise, that respondents ' products are displayed in store windows and
in the cosmetic sections of drug and department stores, where they are
sold over the counter to anyone who wishes to buy, in the dress provided by
respondents; that the mechanics of their purchase and sale is vastly differ-
ent from that involved in the purchase and sale of a product prescribed by
a physician, and that the dress of the products in question is far removed
from that of a pharmacist-filled prescription;

The Commission was unable to find from the record that the use by respondents
of the symbol "RX" in connection with the advertisement and sale of their
cosmetics and soap had the aforesaid capacity or tendency; and, upon con-
sideration of the record , including the arguments of counsel before the hear-
ing examiner, was of the opinion that the complaint, insofar as it related
to the use of said symbol by respondents as above set out, should be dis-
missed without prejudice.

Before lIfr. "fV. "JiV. Sheppard hearing examiner.

lJfr. William L. Tagga:1't for the Commission.
Mr. Theodm'eE;, Re-in and 1111.. Si1non H. Alstel' of Chicago , Ill. , for

respon dents.

COMPLAIN'l'

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to believe that Ar-Ex Cosmetics
Inc. , a corporation and Julius B. I(ahn , individually, and as an officer
of said corporation, have violated the provisions of said Act, and
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

, ..

Ax-Ex Cosmetics, Inc. , is a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois with
its offices and principal place of business located at 1036 "'Vest Van
Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois. Respondent, Julius B. Kahn , is the
President ana Treasurer of the cOl porate respondent, Ar-Ex Cos-
metics , Inc. , and formulates and directs the policies and practices of
said corporate respondent. His address is 1036 vVest Van Buren
Street, Chicago , Illinois.
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PAR. 2. Said respondents are now, and have been for some time
last past, engaged in the sale and distribution of cosmetics , under
the brand and trade name of "Ar-Ex.

Said respondents cause their said pl'ochwts , when sold, to be trans-
ported from their place of business in the city of Chicago , State of
Illinois to purchasers located in various States of the United States
other than the State of Illinois and in the District of Columbia. Re-
spondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have main-
tained , a course of trade in their sfLid. products , in commerce, among
and bet-w'een the various States of the United States, and in the

District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course of the conduct of their aforesaid business

respondents have disseminated, and are now disseminating and have
caused and are now causing the dissemination of , false advertisements
concerning their said products by the United States mails and by
various other means in commerce. ftS commerce is defined in the Fed-
Eral Trade Commission Act; and respondents have also disseminate(l
and are now disseminating. and haye caused and are no\V causing the

~, 

dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their said products
by various means , for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to
induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said products in
commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive state-
ments and representations contained in saiel false advertisements
disseminated and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth
by the United States mails, by aclYertisements inserted in news-
pa pel'S and periodicals , and by circular leaflets, pamphlets , and other
advertising literature are the following:

Ar-Ex Cosmetics Are Free From All I):nown Irritants and Allergens.
AR-EX. A line of cosmetics that are really free from the known allergens

and irritants. \
You have the assurance that irritants and allergens which may interfere with

the clinical picture are eliminated.
You will find this Formulary useful wheneycr you have occasion to prescribe

allergen free cosmetics for patients who cannot use ordinary cosmetics.
AR-EX Cosmetics are prescribed anel recommended by physicians because

they are free from all known irritants and allergens.
The colors used in AR-EX . . . Lipstick are certified in accordance with

the new Drug and Cosmetic Law. \Ve have gone a step farther than the regula-
tions demand by eliminating from our list of colors those certified colors which
we ha ,:e found to be allergens.

AR-EX SPECIAL FORMULA LIPS'J' ICK is the only lipstick recommended
by Consumers' Research for women who complain of these conditions (cracked
sore, dry, chapped lips) and who cannot use indelible lipsticks. 

Ar-Ex: Lipstick. 

. . 

The absence of :wy ingredient known to be harmful is
assured by the Ar-Ex ideal of ethical cosmetic. 
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AR-EX DEODORANT has been clinically tested and does not irritate the
most tender skin or harm the most delicate fabric. . . It contains no Alum,
Aluminum Chloride, or other irritants.

AR-EX DEODORANT CREAM is a safe, non-irritating cream. . . It con-
tHins no Alum , Aluminum Chloride, Aluminum Sulfate , Aluminum Acetate, Zinc
Sulphate, Formaldehyde, or Salic;ylic Acid, all of which are known to be ir-
ritating. The active ingredient is Aluminum Sulfocarbolate in a neutral van-
ishing cream base, has been tested and found to be noh-irritating.
'Ve remind you again that All-EX Deodorant is a greaseless cream contain-

ing 20 percent aluminum phenolsulfonate, and hence may be tried by many
patients who are sensitive to the ordinary commercial products containing one
of the inorganic aluminum salts.

As far as we know , there is no other deodorant on the market , except AR-
Deodorant in which the active ingredient is only aluminum phenolsulfonate.

AR-EX COSMETIC HOSE. . . Is virtually water, spot and splash proof.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representa-
tions and others of the same import but not specifical1y set out herein
respondents have represented and now represent that their cosmetic
products are free from all known allergens and irritants; that all
eertified colors which have been found to be allergens have been
eliminated from their lipsticks; that their Special Formula lipstick
is the only lipstick recommended by Consumers' Research for women
who suffer from cracked , sore, dry and chapped lips and who for
this reason cannot use indelible lipstick; that their Ar-Ex Deodorant
contains no irritants and that their Cosmetic Hose product is virtually
spot proof , splash proof and water proof.

PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are grossly
exaggerated, false and misleading. In truth and in fact, respondents
cosmetic products are not free from all known allergens and are not
non-allergic. No substance can be said to be non-allergic to all per-
sons. Respondents ' Indelible lipstick contains the certified color or
dye known as tetrabromfiuorescin which is known to produce lipstick
dermatitis and other allergic manifestations. Consumers ' Research
has not recommended respondents ' Special Formula in preference to
all others for use by women who suffer from cracked, sore, dry or
chapped lips but only suggested that this product was one which was
suitable for use under such conditions. The principal active ingredi-
ent in ..Ax-Ex Deodorant is aluminum phenol sulfonate (sulfocarbolate)
which is known to be irritating to some skins. Respondents Ar-
Cosmetic Hose is not splash proof, spot proof or water proof or even
virtually" so, as represented by respondents.
PAR. 6. In connection with the advertising and sale of its products

and as a brand or trade name therefor, respondents make use of the
symbol "RX" accompanied by the symbol "Ar-Ex." For many cen-
turies the symbol "RX" has been used as the heading or superscrip-
tion on physicians ' prescriptions and such symbol has become firmly
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associated in the minds of many persons with physicians' prescrip-
tions and as referring to medical preparations. The use by the re-
spondents of such symbols has the tendency and capacity to cause

such persons to understand and believe that respondents ' products
are in fact of a medicinal nature and that each parcel is inc1iivdually
compounded in accordance with a specific prescription therefor.

In truth and in fact, while some of said products may have been
prescribed by doctors for individual persons, they are not individually
compounded for any particular person or upon a. doctor s particular
prescription but are manufactured in bulk and packaged from such
bulk material.

PAR. 7. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false , deceptive
and misleading statements and representations has had and now has
the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the pur-
chasing public into the erroneous and the mistaken belief that such.
statements and representations are true, and as a. result of such erro-
neous and mistaken belief , to inducE' a substantial portion of the pur-
chasing public to purchase substantial quantities of. respondents

products.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices , as herein alleged, are all

to the injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the.
Federal Trade Commission Act.

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the proyisions of the F(~deral TradE' Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission , OJ l December 27 ~ 1945 , issued and
thereafter caused to be served upon the responde,nts named in the
caption hereoJ its complaint, charging them with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violat,ion of said
Act. After the service of said complaint and the filing by respondents
of their answer thereto , testimony and other evidence in support of
and in opposition to the complaint were introduced before a hearing
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and
said testimony and evidence were duly re,corc1ed and filed in the office
of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on
for final hearing before the Commission upon saiel complaint, the
respondents ' answer thereto , the testimony and other evidence and a
stipulation as to certain facts entered into by counsel and made a part
of the record , the hearing examiner s recommended deeision and the
exceptions thereto , briefs of counsel in support of and in opposition
to the complaint and oral argument:3 of eol1nsel; and the Commission
having entered its order disposing of the exceptions to the recom-
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mended decision and being now fully advised in the premises , finds
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public a~d makes this
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom;

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Ar-Ex Cosmetics, Inc. , is a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, with
it~ offices and principal place of business located at 1036 'Vest Van
Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois. It was incorporated on August 9
1935.

Respondent Julius B. I\:ahn is the president and treasurer of the
corporate respondent, Ar-Ex Cosmetics, Inc., and formulates and
directs the policies and practices of said corporate respondent. His
address is 1036 'Vest Van Buren Street , Chicago , Illinois.

PAR. 2. Said respondents are now, and have been for some time last
past, engaged in the sale and distribution of a line of cosmetics and
a soap, under the brand and trade name or "Ar-Ex." Among said
products are Al'-Ex Cold Cream, Ar-Ex For Dry Skin , Ar-Ex Chap
Cream , Ar-Ex Deodorant Cream , Ar-Ex Face Powder, Ar-Ex In-
delible Lipstick, Ar-Ex Special Formula (Non-Permanent) Lipstick
Ar-Ex Creme Rouge , Ar'"Ex Compact Rouge , Ar-Ex Skin Lotion
Ar-Ex Talc, Ar-Ex Cosmetic Hose, all of which are cosmetics , and
Ar-Ex Soap for Dry Skin. J\1any of the said cosmetics are made in
two forms , one with perfume and one without.

Said respondents cause their products, when sold, to be transported
from their place of business in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois
to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at all
times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in their
said products in commerce among and between the various States or
the United States and in the District of Columbia.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , re-
spondents , subsequent to l\farch 21 , 1938 , disseminated and caused the
dissemination of advertisements concerning their said products by the
United States mails, and by various other means in commerce, as
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, for tho

purpose of inducing, and which were likely to induce, directly or
indirectly, their purchase; and also disseminated and caused the dis-
semination of-advertisements concerning their said products by vari-
ous means for the purpose of inducing, and which were likely to
induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said products in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act. Through the use of various statements contained in said
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advertisements, respondents represented that their cosmetic products
and soap were free from all allergens and irritants; that their Cos-
metic Hose product was virtually spot-proof , splash-proof and water-
proof, and that their Special Formula Lipstick was the only lipstick
recommended by Consumers ' Researeh for women who suffer from
craeked , sore, dry or ehappedlips and who for this reason cannot use
indelible lipstick. 

PAR. 4. The foregoing representations were false and misleading
in material respects. In truth and in fact respondents ' cosmeties and
soap contain both allergens and irritants. In compounding various
of the products respondents use, among others , the following ingre-
dients which are known to have cansed allergic reactions, ineluding
skin irritations, in some people: perfume, zine oxide, castor oil
cholesterol aluminum sulphocarbolate , depollenized beeswax, bees-

wax , eocoa butter and zinc stearate. Respondents

' "

Cosmetic Hose
is not splash-proof , spot-proof, water-proof or virtually so.

Respondents ' representation that their "Special Formula Lipstick"
has been recommended by Consumers ' Research was based upon a
statement in the December 1940 issue of Consumers ' Research Bulle-
tin that "Lipstieks of the 'non-permanent' variety guaranteed by the
distributor to be free from bromofll1orescein compounds , are available
from Ar-Ex Cosmetics , Ine. , 6 N. :Michigan Avenue. , Chieago. It is

obvious that this did not eonstitute a recommendation for respond-
ents ' lipstick , and that the respondents ' representation to the contrary
is false and misleading.

PAR. 5. The use by respondents of the foregoing statements and
representations in the advertising of and in connection with the

offering for sale, sale and distribution of their cosmetics and soap
had the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that sueh
statements and representations were true, and into the purchase of
substantial quantities of respondents ' said products by reason of such
erroneous and mistaken belief.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practiees of respondents asfouncl hereinabove were
all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair
and deceptive practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The complaint alleged that in conneetion with the advertising and
sale of its produets (which for the purpose of these findings is taken
to include both cometics and soap) and as a brand therefor, respond.
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eilts have. used the symbol "RX" ; that for many centuries this smymbol
has been used on the heading on physicians ' prescriptions and has
become firmly associated in the minds of many persons with physi-
cians ' prescriptions and as referring to medical preparations. It also
alleged that the use of this symbol has the capacity and tendency to
cause such persons to understand and believe that respondents
products are in fact of a Inedicinal nature and that each- parcel is
individually compounded in accordance with a specific prescription
therefor.

The alleged belief that it was compounded in accordance with a
specific prescription" would of necessity involve a belief that the pre-

scription was one written by a "specific" physician for a "specific
person.

The complaint did not allege that the belief that the products were
of a "medicinal" nature was erroneous. The answer does not aver
that they were of a "medicinal" nature but memerly denies that the
belief was engendered. There was no issue of whether the products
were or were not within the samewhat indefinite category of products
of a. "medicinal" nature.

The complaint alleged that the use by the respondents of the symbol
RX" constituted a representation that "each parcel is individually

compounded in accordance with a specific prescription therefor" and
that such representation is misleading because in truth "they are not
individually compounded from any particular prescription

. . .

Cosmetics and soap are usual articles of merchandise. Respond-
ents ' products are displayed in store ,,- indmvs and in the cosmetic sec-
tions of drug and department stores where they are. sold over the
counter to anyone who wishes to buy, in the dress provided by respond-
ents. The meehanics of their purchase and sale is vastly different
from that involved in the. purchase and sale of a product prescribed
by a physician. The dress of the products in question is far removed
from that of a pharmacist-filled prescription.

The evidence indicates that the s:ymbol "RX" is a very old one
being the equivalent of the Latin "Recipe" meaning "Ta, " in the
imperative. It is and for a long time has been in practically universal
use by physicians as a part of their directions to pharmacists for the
filling of their prescriptions. It is also used to an extent by phar-
macists to indicate that their establishments compound physieians
prescriptions.- It may well be that the use of this symbol has become
so firmly associated in the minds of a substantial number of the
public .with physicians and their preseriptions that its use in con-
nection with or referenee to cosmetics, and perhaps other products
as well , may have the capacity and tendency to engender an erroneous
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belief of some sort concerning the relationship of a physician to the
product.

The Commission is unable to find from this record , however, that
the use by respondents of the symbol "RX" in connection with the
advertising and sale of their cosmetics and soap had the capacity or
tendency to induce the beliefs alleged in the complaint, i. e. , that "each
parcel is individually compounded in accordance with a specific pre-
scription therefor.

The foregoing is not to be taken as an indication or holding by the
Commission that the use of the symbol "RX" is not misleading or
deceptive regardless of circumstances; it relates only to its lack of
deceptiveness in the manner alleged in the complaint by which the
Commission is bound.

Upon consideration of the record, inc1uding the a.rgume,nts of
counsel before the hearing examiner , the Commission is of the opinion
that the complaint, in so far as it relates to the use of the symbol "RX"
by respondents in connection with the advertising and sale of the cos-
metics and soap should be dismissed without prejudiee and the order
to eease and desist this day issued aceordingly thus provides.

OHDER TO CEAs:e: AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Collllnis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission , the respondents ' answer
thereto , testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition
to the complaint introdueed before a hearing examiner of the Com-
mission theretofore duly designated by it, a stipulation as to certain
facts entered into by counsel and made a part of the record , the hear-
ing examiner s recommended deeision and certain exceptions thereto
briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint and oral argu-
ment of counsel , and the Commission having issued its order disposing
of the exceptions to the recommended decision and having made its
findings as to the facts and its conelusion that Ar-Ex Cosmetics, Inc.
a corporation, and Julius B. Kahn individually and as an officer of
said corporation , have viola tea the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act:

It is ordered That the respondent Ar-Ex Cosmetics, Inc. , a corpora-
tion , and its officers, and the respondent Julius B. I\:ahn , individually
and as an offieer of said corporation, and said respondents ' agents
representative and employees, directly or through any corporate or
other de,vice, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribu-
tion of the, preparations heretofore designated Ar-Ex Cold Cream
Ar-Ex For Dry Skin , Ar-Ex Chap Cream , Ar-Ex Deodorant Cream
Ar-ExFaee Powder, Ar-Ex Indelible Lipstick, Ar-Ex Special For-
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mula (Non-Permanent) Lipstick , Ar-Ex Creme Rouge, Ar-Ex Com-
pact Rouge, AI'- Ex Skin Lotion, Ar- Ex Talc, or Ar- Ex Cosmetic 1-1ose
131' any other cosmetic product of composition substantially similar to
nny of the foregoing, or any cosmetic product which contains perfume
zinc oxide , castor oil , cholesterol, aJuminum sulphoearbolate, depol-
lellized-beeswax, beeswax; cocoa butter 'or zinc stearate, do forthwith 
cease and desist from:

(1) Disseminating or cansing to be disseminated, by means of the
United States mails , or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement
which represents, directly or by implication:

(a) That any such product is free from or does not contain !lny
:allergen or any irritant;

(b) That the product heretofore designated "Ar-Ex Special For-
mula (Non-Permanent) Lipstick " or any other product of substan-
tially similar composition produced by the respondents, has been
recomn1E'.lided by Consumers ' Research; 

( c) That any such product has been recommended by any person
or organization, unless and until such recommendation has been made;

(d) Using the word "proof " or any other word or words of like
meaning, to describe the resistance of "Ar-Ex Cosmetic Hose " or any
other cosmetic of substantially similar composition, to spots, water
or splashes.

(2) Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertise-
ment, by any means, for the purpose of inducing or which is likely
to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of any of said
products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, which advertisement contains any representation
prohibited under paragraph (1) above.

It is further ordered That the respondent Ar-Ex Cosmetics , Inc.
and its officers, and the respondent J uEus B. Kahn , individually and
as an officer of said corporation , and said respondents' agents , repre-
se,ntatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of
the product heretofore designated "Ar-Ex Soap for Dry Skin " or any
other soap of substantially similar composition, in commerce , as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith
cease and desist from:

Representing directly or by implication that such soap is free from
or does not contain any allergen or any irritant.

It is further o'J'dered That the complaint herein in so far as it re-
lates to respondents ' use of the symbol "RX" be , and the same hereby

, dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to take
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such further or other action in the future with respect thereto as may
be warranted by the then existing circumstances. 

It is fu1;the1' ordered That the respondents Ar-Ex Cosmetics , Inc.
and Julius B. ICahn shall , within sixty (60) days after service upop.
them of this order, file. with the Commission a report in writing set-
ting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have compliedwith thi~ order. 
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. IN THE MA'ITER OF

WINDSOR PEN CORPORATION ET AL.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5829. Complaint, Dec. 1, 1950-Decis'io' , Feb. , 1952

By virtue of the established custom of imprinting and otherwise labeling or
marking products of foreign origin and their containers with the name
of their country of origin in legible English words, in a conspicuous place
a substantial portion of the buying and consuming public has come to rely,
and now relies, upon such imprinting, labeling or marking, and is infiuenced
thereby to distinguish and discriminate between competing products of
foreign-made 01' imported mechanical pencils.

When products composed in whole or in substantial part of imported articles
are offered for sale and sold in the channels of trade in commerce, they
are purchased and accepted as and for , and taken to be, products wholl~y

of domestic manufacture and origin unless they are imprinted , labeled, or

marked in a manner which informs purchasers that the said products, or
parts thereof, are of foreign origin.

'l' here is now and has been among the members of the buying and consuming
public, including purchasers and users of mechanical pencils, in and through-
out the United States, a substantial and subsisting preference for products
which are wholly of domestic manufacture or origin , as distinguished from
products of foreign manufacture or origin and from products which are
in substantial part made of materials or parts of foreign manufacture or
origin.

Where a C'orpora tion and its president, engaged in the assembling of fountain
pens and mechanical pencils find in the intei'state sale and distribution
thereof to jobbers and retailers for sale to the general public, purchasing
mechanisms for their pencils imported from Japan in bulk in containers
plainly stamped with the country of origin, which contained on the spiral
end the words

, "

Made in Japan" in such small print as to require magnifica-

tion to read;
(a) Sold pencils which they assembled by press fitting said mechanisms into

the pencil barrels so that the words "Made in Japan" were completely C'on-

cealed, without disclosing otherwise on said pencils or on their containers,
that any part of the product was of foreign origin; and

(b) Affixed clips bearing the words "Windsor USA" to certain brands of their
said pencils, usually shipped in sets with fountain pens in cartons plainly
marl~ed with respondent's corporate name and the words "New York , N. Y.

" ;

With tendency -and capacity to mislead members of the consuming public into
the erroneous belief that said pencils were wholly of domestic origin , and
into the purchase thereof in reliance upon such belief; and

(c) Furnished , on request of their jobbers and dealers , price tags or stickers
ranging from $3. 50 to $22.50 for use on said sets;
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The facts being that said boxed sets, which included said pencils and one or
more fountain pens sold as units, were sold by respondents at prices ranging
from $2.80 to $5.00 per dozen , and, together with other articles, up to-

$12.00 per dozen;
With the effect of providing their distributors and dealers with a means or instru-

mentality for grossly deceiving the buying public as to the usual and

customary prices of said pen and pendl sets, and of inducing the purchase
thereof in reliance upon such belief: 

Held That said acts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public and
constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before !lf1' . Clyde M. Hadley, heal'ing examiner.
MI'. Morton 1\,7 esrnith and M F. TV illiam L. P encke for the Commission~

TVolf&: Buprell or New York City, for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to belieye that ",Vindsor Pen Cor-
poration , a corporation , and l\'lorris Fink and Sady Fink, individually
and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respond-
ents, have violated the provisions of said Act, and, it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

.PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent ",Vindsor Pen Corporation is a corpora-

tion organized and doing business under the laws of the State of New

York with its office and principal place of business at 352 Fourth Ave-

nue , New York 10, New York.
Respondents ~rorris Fink and Sady Fink are President and Secre-

tary-TreasureT, respectively, or said corporation with their office and

principal place of business at the same address as corporate respond-
ent. Said individuals formulate, direct and control the policies and
practices of corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. The respondents are now and have been lor several years
last past engaged in the business, among other things, of assembling

fountain pens and meehanieal peneils~ and selling and distributing
said products.

PAR. 3. The respondents cause said products when sold to be shipped

from their place of business in the State of New York to jobbers and
dealers located in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. Said jobbers and retailers in turn sell said
products to the general public. Respondents maintain, and at all
times mentioned herein have maintained, a course or trade in said
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products in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Their volume of busi-
ness in such commerce is substantial.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents
purchase mechanisms, actions or movements for their pencils which
have been imported from Japan in bulk quantities. These mecha-
nisms, actions or movements are received by theHi in packages, boxes
or wrapping plainly stamped with the eountry of origin and with the
words "NIade in J apan

~' 

stamped on the spiral end of said meehanisms
actions, or movements. Respondents assemble mechanieal peneils by
press fitting these mechanisms, actions or movements into pencil bar-
rels and by adding caps or erasers and pocket clips thereto. In this
process of press fitting, the words " :Made in Japan" appearing on the
mechanisms, actions or movements are completely concealed. At no
place on these pencils , or on the boxes in which they are packed, is

the fact disclosed that any part thereof is of foreign origin. On the
contrary, the clips whieh are affixed to these mechanical pencils are
8tamped or imprinted with the letters "D. S. A." and said pen and
peneil sets are shipped in eartons plainly marked "VVindsor Pen
Corporation, New Y or1\:, N. Y.

The meehanieal peneils are in some eases boxed in sets with one or
more fountain pens and sold as units. These boxed sets are sold by
respondents at prices ranging from $2.80 per dozen to $5.00 per

dozen, and together with other articles , as high as $12.00 a dozen.
Respondents furnish , on request of its jobbers or dealers, price tags
or stiekers of various denominations , such as $3. , $6. 50 $7. , $10.

$17. , and $22.50.
PAR. 5. By virtue of the practiee, heretofore and now established

of imprinting and otherwise labeling or marking products of foreign
origin, and their containers, with the name of the country of their
origin , in legible English words , ill a conspicuous place, a substantial
portion of the buying and consuming public has c.ome to rely, and
now relies , upon suc.h imprinting, labeling or marking, and is in-
fluenc.ed thereby to distinguish and c1isc.riminate between competing
produc.ts of foreign and domestie origin , including foreign-made or
imported mec.hanical penc.ils. "'\Vhen pro duets c.omposed in whole

or substantial part of imported articles are offered for sale and sold
in the channels of trade in commerce throughout the United States
and the Distric.t of Columbia , they are purc.hased and accepted as
and for, and taken to be , procluc.ts wholly of domestic. manufacture
and origin unless the same are imprinted , labeled , or marked in a
manner which informs purehasers that the said pro duets, or parts
thereof, are of foreign origin.
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At all times material to this cOluplaint, there has been , and now is
among said members of the buying and consuming public, including
purchasers and users of mechanical pencils , in and throughout the
United States and in the District of Columbia, a substantial and sub-
sisting preference for products which are 'wholly of domestic Inanu-
facture or origin, as distinguished from products of foreign manu-
facture or origin and from products which are in substantial part
made of materials or parts of foreign manufacture or origin.

PAR. 6. The pen and pencil sets soleI by respondents are rarely if
ever sold to the purchasing public for $3. ~ $6. , $7. , $10.

$17. , or $22.50. Respondents ~ practice of supplying price tags or
stickers in these various denominations 'i\hich may be and are affixed
to boxes containing said sets provides a nleans and instrumentality
by and through which dealers may and do grossly misrepresent the
usual and customary prices of said sets.

m. 7. The practice of respondents as aforesaid in affixing metal
pocket clips, upon which, are imprinted the letters

, "

U. S. A." to
the mechanical pencils manufactured or assembled by them , which
pencils contain Japanese mechanisms , actions or movements~ has had
and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive pur-
chasers and members of the buying and consuming public into the
false and erroneous belief that said mechanical pencils are wholly
of dOlnestic manufacture and origin and into the purchase thereof
in reliance upon such erroneous belief.

The further practice of respondents as aforesaid in offering for
sale, selling, and distributing mechanical pencils, the mechanisms
actions, or movements of which are of foreign origin without any
imprinting, labeling, or conspicuous marking on the pencils or on
the individual cartons in which they are packed to indicate to pur-
chasers that the mechanisms , actions or movements of said pencils

are of Japanese origin , has had , and now has the tendency and capac-
ity to mislead and deceive purchasers and members of the buying
and consuming public into the false and erroneous belief that said
mechanical pencils are wholly of domestic manufacture and origin
and into the purchase thereof in reliance upon such erroneous belief.

The further practice of respondents as aforesaid in supplying its
custOlners with price tags , or stickers with amounts thereon greatly
in excess and disproportionate to the customary or usual selling price
for s~id artieles , has the te,ndency and capacity to mislead and de-
ceive purchasers into the erroneous and mistaken belief that tho
said fictitious prices are the customary and usual prices at which
said articles are normally sold

, '

:md induces a substantial amount 
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the purchasing public to purchase said products as a result of such

erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein

alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and con-
stitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT

OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission, on December 1 , 1950 , issued and sub-

sequently served its complaint upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof , charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of that
Act. Hearings were held in this matter before a hearing examiner
duly designated by the Commission. Respondents ' answer to the com-

plaint was read into the record by their counsel at the initial hearing
herein. At a subsequent hearing, counsel supporting the complaint
and counsel for the respondents stipulated and agreed that a statement
of facts thereupon read by them into the record might be talmn as the
facts in this proceeding and in lieu of evidence in support of the com-

plaint and in opposition to the charges stated therein, and that such
statement of facts might serve as the basis for findings as to the facts
conclusion and order disposing of the proceeding. Thereafter, the
proeeeding regularly came on for final consideration by said hearing
examiner upon the complaint, the answer thereto, the stipulated facts
proposed findings and conclusions presented by counsel for respond-
ents, and oral argument by counsel , and said hearing examiner filed
his initial decision herein on July 12 , 1951.

Counsel for the respondents Windsor Pen Corporation and Morris
Fink, on August 9 , 1951 , filed with the Commission an appeal frOll1

said initial decision. Thereafter, this proceeding having regularly
eome on for final hearing by the COlmnission upon said appeal, in-
eluding the brief in support thereof, memorandum of authorities filed
in opposition thereto and oral argument of counsel, the Commission

issued its order denying said appeal.
The Commission is of the opinion , however, that the order contained

in the hearing examiner s initial decision is ambiguous in certain
respects. Therefore, the Commission , being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public
and makes the follm-ving findings as to the facts , conelusion drawn

therefrom and order , the same to be in lien of the initial decision of
the hearing examiner.

213840-54-
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P AR..'\.GRAPH 1. Respondent "'\Vindsor Pen Corporation is aNew York
corporation with its office and principal place of business at 352
Fourth Avenue, New York 10 , New York. Respondent :Morris Fink
is the president of said corporation with his office and principal place
of business at the same address as corporate respondent. Said indi-
vidual respondent :Morris Fink formulates , directs and controls the
policies and practices of corporate respondent.

The allegations of the complaint as to respondent Sady Fink are
not supported by the evidence of record , and , therefore, she is not
included in the term "respondents" as used hereinafter.

PAR. 2. The respondents are now and have been for several years
last past engaged in the business, among other things , of assembling
fountain pens and mechanical pencils, and selling and distributing
said products, in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States, to jobbers and retailers who in turn sell said
products to the general public. Their volume of business in such com-
merce is substantial.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
have purchased mechanisms, actions or movements for their pencils
which have been imported from Japan in bulk quantity. These mech-
anisms, actions or movements were received by the respondents in
packages , boxes or wrappings plainly stamped with the country of
origin, namely, Japan. "'\Vhen received by the respondents , said mech-
anisms, actions or movements , on the spiral end thereof , are imprinted
with the words "J\Iade in Japan" in such small print as to require
magnification to read legibly.

PAR. 4. Respondents assemble mechanical pencils by press fitting
these mechanisms , actions or movements into the pencil barrels so
that in the process of such press fitting the words "J\Iade in Japan
as described aforesaid , are completely eoncealed. At no place on these
pencils, except as aforesaid, nor on the boxes in IV hich they are packed
for shipment to jobbers or retailers, is the fact disclosed that any
part of such pencils is of foreign ol'igin. Respondents have further-
more affixed clips to certain brands of theh' mechanical pencils , con-
taining Japanese mechanisms , on ,,-hich were stamped or imprinted
the words ",Vinclsor USA" ; said pencils being then usually shipped
in sets- with fountain pens in cartons plainly marked ",Vindsor Pen
Corporation , New York , N. Y. . The use of said inscription " ,Vinc1sor
USA" was diseontinuecl by respondents as of January 1 , 1951 , since
which date, such imprint has been the single word "vVinclsor.
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PAR. 5. By virtue of the established custom of inlprinting and
otherwise labeling or marking products of foreign origin, and their
containers , with the name of their country of origin in legible English
words, in a conspicuous place, a substantial portion of the buying
and consuming public has come to rely, and now relies , upon such
imprinting, labeling or marking, and is influenced thereby- to distin-
guish and discriminate between competing products of foreign and
domestic origin, including foreign-made or imported mechanical
pencils. When products composed in ,yhC'~e or in substantial part
of imported articles are offered for sale and sold in the channels of
trade in commerce throughout the United States and in the District
of Columbia , they are purchased and accepted as and for, and taken
to be, products wholly of domestic manufacture and origin unless the
same are imprinted , labeled , or marked in a manner which informs
purchasers that the said products, or parts thereof, are of foreign
orlgu1.

There is now and has been among the members of the buying and
consuming public , including purehasers and users of mechanical
pencils , in and throughout the United States and in the District of
Columbia , H substantial and subsisting preference for products which
are wholly of domestic manufacture or origin , as distinguished from
products of foreign manufacture or origin and from products which
are in substantial part l11ade of materials or parts of foreign manu-
facture or origin.

PAR. 6. The aforesaid meehanical pencils have in some cases been
boxed in sets with one or more fountain pens and sold as units. These
boxed sets are sold by the respondents at prices ranging from $2.
to $5.00 per dozen , and together with other articles , as high as $12.
per dozen. Respondents have furnished on request of their jobbers
and dealers price tags or stickers , to be used on said sets, of various
denominations-$3. , $6. , $7. , $10. , $17.20 and $22. , which
are greatly in excess of and disproportionate to the customary or
usual selling prices for said articles. Said pen and pencil sets have
rarely if ever soleI to the purchasing public for the prices indicated
by the labels thus supplied. This practice was discontinued by the
respondents on February 1, 1951 , and since then no price tags or
stickers of any denomination have been furnished by them to their
jobbers and dealers.

PAR. 7. Such practice of respondents in offering for sale, selling,
and distributing mechanical pencils , the mechanisms , actions or move-
ments of which are of foreign origin

, .

without imprint, label or con-
spicuous mark on the pencils , or on the individual cartons in which
they are packed , to indicate to purchasers that said mechanisms , ac-
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tions or movements are of Japanese origin , has had and now has the
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive n1embers of the buying
and consuming public into the false and erroneous belief that the
same are wholly of domestic manufacture and origin, and into the
purchase thereof in reliance upon such erroneous belief.

The practice of respondents in affixing metal pocket clips, imprinted
with the letters "USA " to said mechanical pencils

, .

so equipped with
Japanese mechanisms , actions or movements, has had the tendency

. and capacity to mislead and deceive members of the buying and con-
sU111ing public into the false and erroneous belief that the said pencils
are wholly of domestic manufacture and origin , and into the purchase
thereof in reliance upon such erroneous belief.

Respondents ' further practice of supplying their distributors and
dealers with price tags or stickers containing highly exaggerated, dis-
proportionate and fictitious" figures has provided said dealers with a
means or instrumentality for grossly deceiving the buying public 
to the usual and customary prices of said pen and pencil sets, and to
induce the purchase thereof in reliance upon such 111isrepresentation.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein found are
all to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is orde1' That respondent \Vindsor Pen Corporation , a corpora-
tion , and its officers , and respondent :JIorris Fink , individually and as
an officer thereof, and their respective agents, representatives and em-
ployees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connec-
tion with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of mechanical
pencils or fountain pens in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Offering for sale or selling mechanical pelicils , the mechanisms
actions or movements of which are of foreign origin , without affirma-
tively and clearly disclosing on or in immediate connection with said
pencils, the country of origin of such mechanisms, actions or move-
ments.

2. Representing, directly or by implication , that mechanical pencils
containing mechanisms, actions or .movements of foreign origin , are
wholly of domestic origin.
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3. Supplying customers or purchasers of fountain pens or mechani-
c.al penc.ils with pric.e tags or stic.kers therefor bearing amounts which
are in exc.ess of the prices at whic.h suc.h articles are usually or cus-
tomarily sold to the purchasing public.; or otherwise representing that
such articles are sold for amounts in excess of their usual and cus-
tomary selling prices to the purchasing public..

it is further o'rdered That the complaint be, and- the same hereby is
dismissed as to the respondent Sady Fink. 

I t is I~trther ordered That respondents Windsor Pen Corporation
and l\forris Fink shall , within sixty (60) days after service upon them
of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with
this order.

Commissioner Mason not participating.
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IN THE ~L\TTER OF

EUGENE F. AGEE TRADING AS CO~fMERCIAL EXTEN-
SION SCHOOL OF co~rMERCE

CO:\IPLAINT, l"INDINGS, AND ORDERS IN ImGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPIWVED SEPT. 26 , 1914

Dooket 5904. Complaint, July 1951-DecIsion, Feb. , 1952

'Vhere an imlividunl engaged in the competitive operation of a business school
and in the sale of residence and correspondence courses of study through
sales agents who called upon prospective purchasers , and whom he supplied
with copies of "A Directory of Priyate Business Schools in the United
States , published by the "National Association and Council of Business
Schools , which purported to be a handbook for vocational advisors and
guidance officers throughout the United States, was distributed to members
of the association and other interested parties, and included a "Directory
of Approved Schools , names of some of which, in the 1949 and 1950 editions
were followed by an asterisk with footnote reference reading "Temporary
approval to December 31, 1949" or "1950"

(a) Represented in a substantial number of instances to prospective students
through his said sales agents that "such temporary approval" was due to
one or more of the facts (1) that the quality of the work done was not up
to standard or was inferior to other alJproved schools; (2) that such schools
would lose accreditation unless there was a complete change in the faculty
by a given date; (3) that prospective employers refused to employ any
graduate from any school whose rating was unfavorable as indicated by such
asterisk, and that students attending competitive schools thus designated
might impair their chances of employment; and (4) that the standing of
such schools was questionable and that their officers had been involved in
crooked" or "shady" deals;

The facts being that the schools thus designated were regarded by the associa-
tion as having failed to compute correctly the annual dues payable to it;
and the so-called temporary approval had no relation whatever to their
reputation , financial standing, accreditation, quality of work or the repu-
tation of their faculty;

(b) Falsely represented that said "Directory of Private Business Schools" was
an official publication of the United States Government;

(c) Falsely represented that certain namt".d high school principals recommended
said school to their graduates; and

(d) Represented that the character or nature of the student body of a certain
competing school was undesirable in several respects;

The facts being that while some competitive schools did admit to their classes
students of all races and ages, such fact did not render them undesirable;
and

(e) Falsely represented that competing schools were undesirable choices for
the reason that they might soon have to close down due to frequent changes
in ownership and to financial difficulties;

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public with respect to respondent's school and its competitors,
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and to cause purchase of respondent's courses as a result; whereby sub-
stantial trade was unfairly diverted to said individual from his competitors:

Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all
to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and consti-
tuted unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

While the complaint also charged that respondent's sales ~gents falsely repre-
sented that prospects must enroll immediately and make a deposit in order.
to be assured of membership in the starting class, or wait at least a year;
and that students enrolling for a preliminary course in business English
prior to attending residence school and graduation from high school could
complete the standard business course in less time and at less expense than
at competing schools: such additional charges were not sustained by the
record , which also indicated that respoJ;ldent had sought in good faith to
prevent the aforesaid disparagem~nt by his agents and other misleading
representations-which were made without the knowledge or consent of him
or his administrative staff-and that he had given assurances that in the
future he and his said staff would continue to instruct all agents to avoid
erroneous and misleading representations.

Before 1111'. IViZlia:m L. Pack hearing examiner.

1I1?'. WiZlia17~ L. P encke for the Commission.
F?' ost, Peasi'ngel' lIfyeTs of Omaha , Nebr. , for respondeilt.

CO:i\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reaSon to believe that Eugene F. Agee

trading as The Conlmercial Extension School of Commerce, herein-
after referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of the
said Act and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by
it in respect. thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
its complaint , stati11g its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGR/1PH 1. Respondent Eugene F. Agee is an individual trading
and doing business as CommeTcial Extension School of Commerce
hereinafter also referred to as the school with his office and principal
place of business located at 1514 Howard Street ill the city of Omaha
and State of Nebraska.

Said respondent is now and has been for more than two years last
pfl 8t engaged in the operation of a business school and the sale of
courses of study and instruction in business subjects which said
courses are pursued in residence and also by correspondence through
the medium of the United States mails. Said respondent causes said
courses to be transported from his said place of business in the State
of Nebraska into and through States of the United States other than
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Nebraska to purchasers thereof located in such other States. There
has been at all times mentioned herein a course of trade in said courses
of instruction so sold and distributed by said respondent in commerce
between and among the various States of the. United States and said
course of trade has been and is substa.ntial.

PAR. 2. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms
and corporations in various States in the United States have been and
are engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States of courses of study and
instruction in commercial subjects which are pursued in residence
and by correspondence. Said respondent has been, during the time
aforesaid , in substantial competition in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States, in the sale of his said courses
of study and instruction with such other individuals, firms and cor-
porations.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid

respondent, Eugene F. Agee , employs sales agents or representatives
who call upon prospective purchasers of said courses of study for the
purpose of soliciting enrollments and selling said courses. Respond-
ent Agee has furnished and now furnishes said sales agents with
copies of a "Directory of Private Business Schools in. the United
States " which directory is published by the National Association and
Council of Business Schools , located in the city of Washington, D. C.
and distributed to members of. said association and other interested
parties, and also purports to be a handbook for vocational advisors
and guidance officers throughout the United States.

Part II of said Directory of Private Business Schools consists of
a "Directory of Approved Schools" containing the names , addresses
administrative heads , year of founding, student capacity and approved
courses of all member schools of said Association. The names of a
certain number of schools in said directory are preceded by an asterisk
and at the bottom of each page appears the statement "*Temporary
approval to December 31 1950.

By causing said directory to be exhibited and through oral state-
ments made by said sales agents , said respondent represented directly
and by implication , to prospective students and purchasers of said
courses of study:

1. That competitive schools listed in said Directory bearing an
asterisk are approved only temporarily for one or more of the follow-
ing reasons: the quality of the work done is not up to standard or is
inferior to other approved schools; such schools would lose accredit-
ment unless there were a complete change in the faculty by a given
date; prospective employers refuse to employ any graduates from any
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school whose rating was unfavorable as indicated by said astBrisk, and
students attending competitive schools so desig11atec1 may impair their
chances of employment; the standing of said schools is questionable
and their officers were involved in "crooked" or "shady" deals.

2. That said Directory of Private Business Schools is an official
publication of the United States Government.

3. That certain named high school principals recommend respond-
ent' s school to their graduates.

4. That prospects must enroll immediately and make a deposit on
the tuition fees in order to be assured of membership in the starting
class; or that failure to enroll immediately might prevent enrollment
for at least one year.

5. That students enrolling for a preliminary correspondence course
in Business English in respondent' s school prior to attending residence
school and prior to graduation from high school can complete the
standard business courses in less time and at less expense than at com-
peting schools.

6. That a certain competing school is undesirable for inexperienced
young girls from rural communities because of the large number of
old men , negroes, and veterans among its student body.

7. That competing schools are undesirable choices for the reason
that they may soon have to close down clue to frequent change in own-
ership and financial difficulties.

PAR. 4. All of said practices, statements, representations and impli-
cations are false, deceptive and misleading. In truth and in fact, the
asterisk placed against the names of certain schools in said Directory
solely denotes temporary approval of schools which are claimed by
said Association to have failed properly to compute the annual dues
payable to said Association. The use of said asterisk had no relation
whatever to the reputation , financial standing, accreditation, quality
of work or standing of competitive schools or the reputation of their
faculties and the use of said Directory and the statements made by
salesmen in connection therewith unfairly disparage the competitive

schools designated by the asterisk. 
Said Directory is not a publication by the United States Govern-

ment or any agency thereof. The high school principals named by
respondent' s salesmen do not recommend his school to their graduates.

PAR. 5. Prospective students do not need to enroll ilnmediately upon
being solicited by respondent's salesmen in order to be assured of

membership in the class being then formed; nor will they be prevented
from enrolling at a later date if they do not enroll at the time of the
salesman s visit. Enrollment in respondent' s school for the so-called
Business English course prior to graduation from high school does
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not result in completing said respondent' s standard course in less time
and at less expense than at competing schools. On the contrary, such
enrollment is detrimental to high school students whose regular school
work requires all their time and attention prior to graduation; more-
over, such preliminary course in Business English is substantially 
duplication of the work already done by said students in high school.

1Vhile it is true that there are small numbers of negroes and veterans
among the student body of a certain competing school, this fact does
1l0t make attendance at such school undesirable for young girls.
Competitive schools do not have to close down because of financial
difficulties or frequent change in ownership, nor will said competitive
schools lose accreditation unless they change their faculties or improve
their standard. Employers do not refuse to employ graduates from
competitive schools because of any alleged unfayorable rating of said
schools in said Directory;. and students attending said competitive
bchools do not impair their future chances of employment.

PAR. 6. The aforesaid practices and use of the statements and repre-
sentations aforesaid have had and now haye the tendency and capacity
to and do confuse , mislead , and deceive members of the public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representa-
tions are true , and to induce them to purchase respondent' s courses of
study and instruction in said commerce on account thereof. As a re-
sult, substantial trade in commerce has been unfairly diverted to
respondent from his competitors and substantial injury has been and
is being done to competition in commerce.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of re-
spondent' s competitors and c.onstitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices and unfair methods of competition in eommerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Ad.

DECISION OF THE COl\Il\IISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission 's Rules of Praetiee
and as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission
and Order to File Report of CompJianee " dated February 19 , 1952
the initial deeision in the instant matter of Hearing Examiner 'Vil-
Iiam L. Paek, as set out as follows , became on that date the cleeision
of the Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM L. PACK , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on July 9, 1951 , issued and subse-
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quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent
Eugene F. Agee, an individual trading as Commercial Extension
School of Commerce, charging him with the use of unfair methods
of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in com-
merce in violation of the provisions of that Act. ..A-fter the filing
by respondent of his answer to the complaint, a hearing was held
before the above named hearing examiner , theretofore dulidesignated
by the Commission, at which a stipulation of facts was entered into
by counsel supporting the complaint and counsel for respondent and
incorporated in the record

, .

which was duly filed in the office of the
Commission. Counsel also agreed upon and recommended to the hear-
ing examiner a form of order disposing of the proceeding. There-
after, the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by
the hearing examiner upon the complaint, answer, stipulation (ap-
proved by the hearing examiner), a,nd recommended order (counsel
having elected not to submit proposed findings and conclusions for
consideration by the hearing examiner or to argue the matter orally) ,
and the hearing examiner, having duly considered the matter, finds
that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the fol-
lowing findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs.

PARAGIL~PH 1. The respondent, Eugene F. Agee, is an individual
doing business under the name Commercial Extension School of Com-
merce, with his office and principal place of business located at 1514
Howard Street, Omaha, Nebraska. Respondent is now , and for a
number of years last past has been , engaged in the operation of a
business school. and in the sale of courses of studv and instruction in
business subjects, which courses are pursued both in residence and
by correspondence through the medium of the United States 111ails.

PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused his courses of study and
instruction , when sold, to be transported from his place of business
in the State of Nebraska to purchasers located in various other States
of the United States. Respondent maintains and has maintained a
course of trade in his courses in commerce between and among various
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the sale of his courses of study and instruction respond-

ent is and h~s been in substantial competition with other individuals
and with firms and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution
in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States, of courses of study and instruction in commercial subjects.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of his business , respondent em-
ploys sales agents or representatives to call upon prospective pur-
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chasers of his courses of study for the purpose of soliciting enrollments
and selling such courses. These sales agents are supplie.d by respond-
ent with copies of a "Directory of Private Business Schools in the

United States" which is published by an organization known as
the National Association and Council of Business Schools , and pur-
ports to be a handbook for vocational adv!sers and guidance officers
throughout the United States. The book is distributed to members
of the association and other interested parties. Included in the book
is a "Directory of Approved Schools" which contains the names
addresses, adn1inistrative heads, the year of founding, student ca-
pacity, and approved courses of all schools which are members of
the association. In the 1949 and 1950 editions of the book, the names
of certain schools were preceded by an asterisk, and in such instances
there appeared at the bottom of the page, following an asterisk, the
statement "Temporary approval to December 31 , 1949" or "1950.
The asterisks and statements were omitted from the 1951 edition of
the directory.

In a substantia.lnumber of instances the following representations
have been made by respondent' s sales agents to prospective students:

(a) That the approval of competitive schools designated in the

directory by an asterisk is limited to temporary approval only for
one or more of the following reasons: The quality of the work done
by the school is not up to standard or is inferior to other approved
schools; such schools would lose accreditation unless there were a com-
plete change in the faculty by a given date; prospective employers
refuse to employ any graduate from any school whose rating is un-
favorable as indicated by such asterisk, and students attending
competitive schools so designated may impair their chances of em-
ployment; the standing of such schools is questionable and their
officers have been involved in "crooked" or "shady" deals.

(b) That such Directory of Private Business Schools is an official
publication of the United States GoVeTI1ment.

(c) That certain named high school principals recommend respond-
ent' s school to their graduates.

(d) That the character or nature of the student body of a certain
competing school was undesirable in several respects.

( e) That competing schools ' are undesirable choices for the reason
that they may soon have to close down due to frequent changes in
ownership and to financial difficulties.

PAR. 5. These representations were unwarranted and misleading.
The use in the directory of the asterisk and statement in question
denotes only that the schools so designated have received temporary
rather than final approval for tpe reason that such schools were re-
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garded by the association as having failed to compute correctly the
annual dues payable to the association. The so-called temporary ap-
proval has no relation whatever to the reputation , financial standing,
accreditation, quality of work, or standing of competitive schools
or the reputation of the faculty of such schools. The directory is not
a publication of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
Some of the high school principals named by respondent's agents
had not in fact recommended respondenfs school to their graduates.
'Vhile some competitive schools admit to their classes members of.

~dl races and ages, such fact does not render such schools undesirable.
It was not a fact that certain competitive schools referred to by

respondent' s agents would be compelled to discontinue operations
because of financial difficulties or frequent changes in ownership, or
that such schools would lose accreditation unless they changed their
faculties and standards. Employers do not refuse to employ gradu-
ates from competitive schools becau~e of any alleged unfavorable
rating of such schools in the directory, anJ. students attending such
cornpetitive schools do not thereby impair their future chances of
employment.

m. 6. The record indicates that respondent has sought in good
faith to prevent disparagement of competitive schools by his sales
agents , as well as other representations which are misleading and
without propel' factual basis , and that the misrepresentations referred
to above were made without the know ledge or consent of respondent
or his administrative sta:fl. The record also contains assurances by
respondent that in the future he and his administrative staff will
continue to instruct all sales agents to avoid erroneous and Inisleading
representations.

:\.R. 7. v\Thile the complaint contained certain charges in addition
to those referred to above , such additional eharges are not sustained
by the record.

PAR. 8. The acts and practiees of respondent as set forth in Para-
graphs Four and Five have the tendency and capacity to mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with re-
spect to respondenfs school and its competitors, and to cause such
portion of the public to purchase respondent's courses of study and
instruction as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so en-
gendered. In consequence , substantial trade has been unfairly diverted
to respondent from his competitors.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent as hereinabove set out are aU
to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, ancl
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constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce. within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.

oRDEn

It is ordered That the respondent, Eugene F. Agee, individually
and trading as COlllmercial Extension School of Commerce or
under any other naIne, and his agents, representatives , and employees
directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondent'
courses of study and instruction , do :forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Disparaging competitive schools by representing that such tem-
porary or qualified approval as may be accorded to particular schools
by any commercial school directory for reasons having no relation to
the reputation or financial standing 'Of such schools or their officers, or
to the quality of their courses or to their accreditation , connotes that
such schools or the courses offered bv them do not confornl to stand-
ards of approved schools or are inferior thereto; or by representing
that employers refuse to employ graduates of such schools or that
chances for employment of students attending competitive schools
ate otherwise impaired, or that competitive schools or their officers
are of bad repute or engaged in dishonorable financial conduct, unless
such is the fact.
. . 2. l\1aking any disparaging representations concerning the courses
offered by competitors or with respect to the ethical , financial and
educational reputation or standing of competitive schools or their

officers, unless such representations are in fact true and correct.
3. Representing that the publication known as the Directory 

Private Business Schools or any other directories published by com-
mercial or trade organizations are official publications of the UnitBd
States Government or any agency thereof.

4. Representing that any principals or officersoI public schools or
educational institutions recommend respondent's school or courses of
study and instruction to their students or graduates , unless such is the
fact.

5. Advertising in any manner to the character or nature of the
student body of any competing school, inconsistent with the facts.

6. Representing that competing schools may close due to frequent
changes in ownership or to financial difficulties , lIDless such is the
fact.
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ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

829

t is O'Jodered That the respondent herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as required

by said declatatory decision and order of Februa-ry 19 , 1952).
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IN THE MA'ITER OF

DAVID' S SPECIALTY SHOPS , INC. AND DAVID , HARRY
AND OSCAR ISRAEL

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, A.ND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 2- 1914 , AND OF AN
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940

Docket 5852. Complaint, Feb. 21, 1951-Decisi.on, Feb. , 1952

Where a corporate ehain organization with several retail outlets in New York and
Ohio, and its three officers-

(a) Misbranded certain wool products in violation of the Wool Products Label-
ing Act through labeling them as "100% wool," when they contained in
fact substantial quantities of ra~'on fiber;

(b) Misbranded said products in that the constituent tilJers and the percentages
thereof were not shown on the tags or labels thereon as required by said
Act and Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder;

(c) Misbranded certain of said products in that the legal name of the manu-
facturer or other person authorized b~. the Act to affix stamps, etc. thereto
or, in lieu thereof, a registered identification numbet' , was not shown on
the attached labels;

(d) Misbranded certain of said products in that constituent fibers of their inter-
linings were not separately set forth upon the attached labels, as required
by said Rules , etc. ;

(e) Misbranded certain of said products within the intent and meaning of said
Act and' Rule 12 , in that skirts and coats sold in combination , were not
labeled separately with their constituelltfibers and the precentages thereof;

(f) ~1isbranded certain of said products in that attached stamps, tags, etc.
named fibers not present therein; and

After the deliver~' of certain wool products to them and shipment thereof to
their retail stores ill Ohio, a nd before offer and :"ale to the public; and with
intent to violate the provisions of said Act-

(g) Caused and participated in the remoY;:ll , and in other cases, in the mutila-
tion, of some of the required stamps, tags, etc. affixed to certain wool prod-
ucts when received by them at thejr plnce of business;

With the result that said wool products , when offered for sale and sold by them
to the public at their places of business, did not bear the information re-
quired by said Act and Rules and Regulations:

Held That such acts , practices and methods, under the circumstances set forth
were in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1~39 , an~ the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and constituted unfair and de-
ceptive acts and vractices ill commerce.

In said proceeding in which respondents filed a substitute answer admitting
all of the material allegations of fact set forth in the complaint and waiv-
ing all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts; and in
which the hen ring examiner filed his initial decision , and counsel support-
ing the complaint seasonably filed an appeal and supporting brief and the
Commission granted said appeal:
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The Commission was of the opinion that the order to cease and desist contained
in the initial decision was deficient in eertain respects, in that (1) it did not

prohibit respondents from removing 01' mutilating labels or other means of
identificatioll with intent to violate the proYisions of the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939, and (2) it did not prohibit respondents from mis-
representing on such labels the character or amount of the constituent fibers
contained in the wool products; it appearing that the complaint alleged and
respondents ' answer admitted that respondents had engaged in both of the
for~going illegal practices; and ill lien of said initial decision made its find-
ings, etc. as below set forth.

Before il1T. Clyde 111. II adley, hearing examiner.

JIt' . Jesse D. !(ash for the Commission.
Yen' IIWH Bi8CO of New York City, for respondents.

COl\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that. DavicfsSpecialty Shops , Inc. , a corpora-
tion , and David Israel , Harry Isra~L and Oscar Israel, individuaIly
and as offic.ers of said c.orporation , have violated the provisions of
said Ac.ts and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the 'V 001
Products Labeling Act of 1939, and it appearing to the Commission
tha t a proeeeding by it in - respect thereof would be in the public.
interest , hereby issues its compJaint stating its c.harges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Responde-nt, David' s Specialty Shops , Inc. , is a c.orpo-
tation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of New York , with its principal place of
business located at 225 "\Vest 34th Street, New Yor1\:, New York. Cor-
pOl' ate respondent is a retail store chain organization with several
retail outlets located in the States of N e\y York and Ohio.

Respondents, Dayid Israel , Harry Israel , and Osc.ar Israel are presi-
dent, treasurer, and sec.retary, respec.tively, of corpOl ate respondent
Itnd in such capacities they formulate- and exec.ute its polic.ies and
practices. Their business address is the same as that of c.orporate
respondent.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to July 15 , 1941 , respondents have introduced

into c.ommerce , and offered for sale, sold and distributed in commerce
as " commerce" is defined in the ""V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939

wool products , as "wool products" are defined therein.
PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded \"ithin the

inte-l1t and meaning of the said act and the Rules and Regulations
21RS40--54----
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promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively
labeled as 100% wool " whereas in truth and in fact saiel products did
not contain 100% wool but contained substantial quantities of rayon
fiber. The said wool products so labeled were further misbranded
in that their constituent fibers and the percentages thereof were not
shown on the tags or labels thereon as required by said Act, in the
Juanner and form as required by the said Rules and Regulations.

Certain of the wool products were misbranded in that the legal
name of the manufacturer thereof or of a person required or author-
ized by said Act to affix stamps, tngs or labels or other means of
identification thereto , was not shown on the labels attached to its
products as required by said Act and in the manner and form required
by said Rules and Regulations, nor was there so shown as and for
such name thereof a registered identification number as perm.itted
by said Rules and Regulations.
. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that the con-

stituent fibers of their interlinings and the percentages thereof were
not separately set forth in the manner and form required by said
Rules and Regulations , upon the tags or labels attached thereto.

PAll. 4. Certain wool products V\:hen received by respondents at their
place of business had affixe~ thereto stamps, tags, labels or other
means of identification purporting to contain the information required
by the vV 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939. After said wool products
were delivered to the respondent and shipped to their retail stores
located in Ohio , and before they were offered for sale or sold 
respondents to the public, said respondents caused and participated
in the removal of some and the mutilation of others of the said stamps
tags , labels and other means of identification with intent to violate
the provisions of the. \V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939. As a

result of respOlidents ' said acts and practices in removing and mutilat-
ing said stamps, tags , labels and other means of identification affixed

to said wool products , said wool products when offered for sale and
sold by respondents to the public at their places of business did not
have affixed thereto stamps, tags , labels or other means of identifica-

tion containing the information required by said Act and the Rules
and Regulations.

Certain of said wool products were nlisbranded within the intent
and meaning of the said Act and Rule 12 of the Rules and Regulations
promulgated thereunder in thatthe merchandise conbiined two pieces
namely, skirts and coats , sold in combination which pieces were not
labeled separately with the constituent fibers and the percentage
thereof contained in said garments.
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Certain of said .wool products were misbranded in that the stamps
tags , labels or other marks of identification attached thereon named
fibers not present in said garments. 

PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices and methods of respondents
as alleged were and are in violation of Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the
"\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , Rules 2 , ?, 12 (a), 13 , 24 and
25 of the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and con-
stitute unfair and deceptive practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COMl\fISSION AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the 'y 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939, and by virtue of the
authority vested in the Commission by said Acts, the Federal Trade
Commission on February 21, 1951 , issued and subsequently served
upon the respondents named in the caption hereof its complaint in
this proceeding, charging said respondents with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions
of said Acts. On March 23 , 1951 , respondents filed their answer to
said complaint. On April 17 , 1951 , upon motion granted by a hear-
ing examiner of the Commission, theretofore duly designated by it
respondents withdrew said original answer and filed in lieu thereof
a substitute answer admitting all of the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint, and waiving all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts. Thereafter, on l\1ay 8, 1951 , said
hearing examiner filed his initial decision.
Within the time permitted by the Commission s rules of practice

counsel supporting the complaint filed with the Commission an appeal
from said initial decision. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly
came on for final hearing by the Commission upon this appeal and
the brief in support thereof, and the Commission issued its order
granting said appeal.

The Commission is of the opinion that the order to cease and desist
contained in the initial decision is deficient in certain respects, includ-
ing (1) the order does not prohibit respondents from removing or

mutilating labels or other means (jf identification with intent to vio-
late the provisions of the 1V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and
(2) the order does not prohibit respondents from misrepresenting
on such labe1s the character or amount of the constituent fibers con-
tained in the wool products. The complaint alleges and respondents
answer admits that respondents have engaged in both of these illegal
practices. Therefore, the Commission~ being now fully advised in
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the premises , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public
and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn
therefrom, and order, the same to be in lieu of the initial decision
of the hearing examiner.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, David' s Specialty Shops , Inc. , is a cor-
poration organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of New York, with its principal place df
business located at 225 West 34th Street New York New York.
Corporate respondent is a retail store chain organization with several
retail outlets located in the States of New York and Ohio.

Respondents, David Israel , Harry Israel, and Oscar Israel are
president, treasurer, and secretary, respectively, of corporate respond-
ent and in such capacities they formulate and execute its policies and
practices. Their business address is the same as that of corporate
espondent.
PAR. 2. Subsequent to July 15 , 1941 , respondents have introduced

into commerce, and offered for sale , sold and distributed in com-
merce, as "commerce" is defined in the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act
of 1939 , wool products , as "wool products" are defined therein.
PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded within

the intent and meaning of said Act and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively
labeled as "100% wool " whereas in truth and in fact said products
did not contain 100% wool but contained substantial quantities of
rayon fiber. The said wool products so labeled were further mis-
branded in that their constituent fibers and the percentages thereof
were not shown on the tags or labels thereon as required by said Act
in the manner and form as required by the said Rules and Regulations.

Certain of the wool products we,re misbranded in that the legal

mUlle of the manufacturer thereof or of a person required or author-
ized by said Act to affix stamps, tags or labels or other means of
identification thereto, was not shown on the labels attached to such
prod ucts as required by said Act and in the manner and form required
by said Rules and Regulations, nor was there so shown as and for
such name a registered identification number as permitted by said
Rules and Regulations.

Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that the con-
stituent fibers of their interlinings were not separately set forth in
the manner and form required by said Rules and Regulations , upon
the tags or labels attached to the said wool products.
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PAR. 4. Certain wool products, when received by respondents at
their place of business, had affixed thereto stamps, tags, labels or
other means of identification purporting to contain the information
required by the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939. After said
wool products were delivered to the respondents and shipped to their
retail stores located in Ohio, and before they :were offered for sale
or sold by respondents to the public, said respondents caused and
participated in the removal of some, and the mutilation of others

of the said stamps , tags , labels and other means of identificatIon with
the intent to violate the provisions of the vV 001 Products Labeling
Act of 1939. As a result of respondents ' said acts and practices in
removing and mutilating sueh means of identification affixed thereto
said wool products, when offered for sale and sold by respondents to
the public at their places of business, did not bear the information
required by said Act and the Rules and Regulations.

Certain of said wool products were misbranded within the inte.
and meaning of the said Act and Rule 12 of the Rules and Regula-
tions promulgated thereunder in that the merchandise contained two
pieces, namely, skirts and coats sold in combination , which pieees were
not labeled separately with the constituent fibers and the percentages
thereof contained in said garments.

Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that the stamps
tags , labels or other marks of identification attached thereon named
fibers not present in said garments.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of the respondents, as
herein found , were and are in violation of the 'V 001 Products Label-
ing Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in com-
merce. within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

ORDER

It is ordered, That the respondent , David's Specialty Shops , Inc.
n corporation, and its officers , and respondents, David Israel, Harry
Israel and Oscar Israel , individually and as officers of said corpora-
tion, and their respective agents, representatives and employees, di-

rectly or t11l'ough any corporate or other device, in connection with
the introduction into commerce or the offering for sale, sale, or dis-
tribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid
Acts, of ladies ' skirts and coats , or other "wool products " as such

products are defined in and subject to the vV 001 Products Labeling
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Act of 1939 , which products contain, purport to contain, or in any
way are represented as containing "wool

" "

reprocessed wool or-
reused wool " as those terms are defined in said Act, do forthwith

cease and desist from misbranding such products:
1. By misrepresenting on any stamp, tag, label or other means of

identification the character or amount of the constituent fibers of any
of said products.

2. By failing to affix securely to or place on such products a stamp,
tag, label or other means of identification showing in a clear and
conspICUOUS manner:

(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total
fiber weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4)
each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber is five percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other
fibers.

(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool prod-
uct of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.

(c) The name or the registered identification number of the manu-
facturer of such wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such wODI product into commerce or in the offering for
sale , sale , or distribution thereof in commerce , as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act and the "\V 001 Products Label-
ing Act of 1939.

(d) The con~tituent fibers of interlinings of such wool products
separately set forth on said identifying marks or labels attached

thereto.
3. By failing to label separately each garment or separate piece of

merchandise subject to said Act whether two or more such garments
or pieces be marketed together or in combination with each other.

PTovided That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding
shall not be. construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a)
and (b) of Section 3 of the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939;
And JJ'i'o' vided f1.wthe1' That nothing contained in this order shall be
eonstrued as limiting any applicable provisions of said Act or the

Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
tis fl.l'J'ther ordered That said respondents and their officers , repre-

8entatives, agents and employees, as aforesaid, directly or through
any corl)orate or other device , in connection with the purchase, offer-
ing for sale, sale, or distribution of " 001 products " as such products
are defined in and subject to the "\V 001 Products Labeling Act of
1909 , do forthwith cease and desist :from causing or participating in
the removal or mutilation of any stamp, tag, label, or other means

I;,
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of identification affixed to any such "wool product" pursuant to the
Y\T 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939, with intent to violate the pro.
visions of said Act, and which stamp, tag, label, or other means of
identification purports to contain all or any part of the information
required by said Act.

It is fu1'tli-er' o1'deped That the respondents herein shall, within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.


